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The field of financial administration is going through a major change that is affected by vari-
ous phenomena: digitalization, automatization, internationalization and changes in the legis-
lation. For accounting companies it is essential to anticipate the future and adopt a new cus-
tomer-centric perspective: what is the real customer needing in the changing market situa-
tion? Solving this question requires new means of interacting with the customers and building 
the future together with them.  
 
This development work is done for a Finnish micro size accounting company. The company is 
involved in a project that aims to develop a new innovative business model for SME account-
ing companies. With the objective to support the company in their task, the study suggests a 
Service Logic approach on business, and introduces new ways to co-create and interact with 
the stakeholders in order to learn and better understand the customer needing and future 
drivers of the business. The development process has been carried out by applying a service 
innovation process grounded on service design and foresight. New methods from both fields 
have been applied and tested with the case company´s employees, customers and other part-
ners. The design process concludes in a Service Logic Business Model Canvas which builds on 
the findings from the development process, reflected through literature and prior research.  
 
The findings of the study indicate that the customers want an accounting company that they 
can trust. They also value well-working routine service and software. Yet their value could be 
facilitated in various tasks, like helping in pricing, costing and reporting to the authorities. 
Apart from the practical issues small companies also value the emotional and cognitive sup-
port offered by the accounting company. Co-creative activities where different stakeholders 
get to network and share thoughts were appreciated by the customers and in the new Service 
Logic Business Model it is strongly recommended to continue these kind of activities and the 
use of Service Design and Foresight Methods.  
 
Keywords: Accounting, Business Model, Co-Creation, Foresight Service Logic, Service De-
sign 
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Taloushallinnon ala käy läpi suurta muutosta, johon vaikuttaa moni tekijä, kuten digitalisaa-
tio, automatisoituminen, kansainvälistyminen ja lakimuutokset. Tilitoimistojen tulee omaksua 
asiakaskeskeisempi ajattelutapa ja ymmärtää sekä ennakoida, mitkä ovat asiakkaan todelliset 
tarpeet uudistuvassa markkinatilanteessa. Tämä edellyttää uudenlaista vuorovaikutusta ja 
tulevaisuuden rakentamista yhdessä asiakkaiden ja muiden kumppaneiden kanssa.   
 
Tämä kehittämistyö on tehty suomalaiselle mikroyrityksiin kuuluvalle tilitoimistolle. Yritys on 
mukana tutkimus- ja kehittämisprojektissa, jossa on tavoitteena luoda Pk-yrityksille menes-
tystä tuottava talouspalveluiden liiketoimintamalli. Kehittämistyön tavoitteena on auttaa yri-
tystä mallin kehittämisessä ehdottamalla näkökulmaksi palvelulogiikkaa (Service Logic) ja 
tuomalla uusia yhteiskehittämisen ja vuorovaikutuksen keinoja asiakkaan tarpeiden ja tule-
vaisuuden muutostekijöiden tunnistamiseksi. Prosessissa on sovellettu palvelumuotoilun ja 
tulevaisuusajattelun menetelmiä. Kehittämistyön prosessi päättyy Service Logic Business Mo-
del Canvas -kuvaukseen, joka rakentuu kirjallisuuden ja aikaisemman tutkimuksen kautta 
pohdittujen prosessin työvaiheiden tulosten ympärille.  
 
Tulokset indikoivat, että asiakkaat haluavat tilitoimiston johon he voivat luottaa. He arvosta-
vat hyvin toimivia rutiinipalveluja ja ohjelmistoja. Asiakkaan arvoa voitaisiin kuitenkin fasili-
toida monissa asioissa, kuten auttamalla hinnoittelussa, kustannuslaskennassa ja viranomais-
raportoinnissa. Näiden käytännön asioiden lisäksi pienyritykset arvostavat tilitoimiston tar-
joamaa emotionaalista ja kognitiivista tukea. Asiakkaat arvostivat järjestettyjä yhteiskehit-
tämisaktiviteetteja, jonka kautta kumppanit pääsivät verkostoitumaan ja vaihtamaan ajatuk-
sia. Uuteen palvelulogiikkaan pohjautuvaan liiketoimintamalliin suositellaankin vahvasti näi-
den tilaisuuksien jatkamista, sekä palvelumuotoilu- ja tulevaisuusmenetelmien käyttöä. 
 
Asiasanat: ennakointi, laskentatoimi, liiketoimintamalli, palvelulogiikka, palvelumuotoilu 
yhteiskehittäminen
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1 Introduction 
 
The business field of financial management and administration has been going through a ma-
jor transformation since the 1990´ies (Metsä-Tokila 2011, 36). The whole business sector is 
affected not only by the broader phenomena of digitalization and internationalization, but it 
is also in a turning point where the focus of the business is shifting from just offering tradi-
tional statutory financial accounting services into a growing demand for taking part in client 
company´s business processes. This means offering different kind of consultation and analysis 
services to help companies in managerial decision making. In Finland the accounting legisla-
tion is changing to adapt to the 2013 European Union directive and this will have effects on 
the business sector from January 2016.  
 
The companies in the field of financial management and administration are realizing the need 
for knowing better the business of their customers to be able to take part in process of creat-
ing value for their customer´s businesses and their customer´s customer´s businesses.  The 
demand of this change of focus reflects the change of paradigm in the meaning of value and 
the value creation process: they are no longer product and provider-centric, but personified 
experiences co-created in networks of different stakeholders.  Due to the customer role and 
involvement in the value co-creation process, planning has become more uncertain and com-
panies need new means to figure out how to be involved in the value creation process of their 
customers.  
 
This case study has been made for a micro size company, referred to as Company X Ltd., that 
offers traditional accounting services but does not want to be limited by this. The company is 
interested in the possibilities of co-creation and aims to develop their service business with 
their customers. They also believe that a key to their success is creating more value for their 
customer´s business and for the SME entrepreneurs. Company X Ltd. is also involved with a 
TEKES funded project that aims to create a new business model for the business sector of ac-
counting services.  
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1.1 Objective of the study, justification and limitations 
 
In Finland in 2013 there were over 283 290 companies, from which over 93%, micro enterpris-
es employing 1 to 9 employees (Suomen Yrittäjät, 2015). The majority of the 4200 accounting 
companies in Finland are also micro enterprises that employ only one or two people. These 
small accounting companies have traditionally worked mostly on doing legally defined ac-
counting services for client companies: bookkeeping and financial statements. These compa-
nies might also offer salary calculation and turnover tax calculations and accounts ledger if 
included in the service. (Metsä-Tokila 2011, 15.) 
 
The field of financial administration and management is in a breaking point that is affected 
by various phenomena. It is essential for accounting companies to anticipate what are the 
new customer needs in the novel and changing market situation and learn how to engage with 
customers to understand their business and build the future together.  
 
This case study aims to help a Finnish micro size accounting company in their task to create a 
new innovative business model for accounting service business. In order to do this, a Service 
Logic perspective on business is introduced, and means to co-create with the company´s  cus-
tomers and other partners in order to achieve a better understanding on the future drivers of 
business and true customer needing. New methods of service design and foresight are applied 
in the context of the case company and in the traditionally conservative field of accounting 
service business. The final objective is to offer new insights for a new business model using 
the findings of the case study combined with literature and prior research. The new business 
model suggestions are based on service logic and developed with several methods and tools. 
The propositions for the business model are drawn up using the Service Logic Business Model 
Canvas by Ojasalo and Ojasalo (2015) that grounds on the principle that all the elements of 
the business model are analyzed also from customers´ viewpoint, which is based on a authen-
tic, deep customer insight.  
 
Questions guiding the study: 
- How to help a micro size accounting company to deeply understand the customer 
needing and desires? 
- How to help the case company to adopt a Service Logic perspective on business? 
- How to understand future drivers and their affects and possibilities in the business? 
- How to generate suggestions for a new customer-centered business model for the ac-
counting company and especially embed the customers´ viewpoint to their business 
model?  
- What are the elements of the customer needing? 
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- What could the recommendations for the new Service Logic Business Model be? 
 
As limitations for the study the development work concentrates to understand a phenomenon 
by  looking deeply into it through just one case company´s perspective. Thus the findings 
can´t be generalized in a wider scale. Lincoln and Cuba (2000, according to Hesse-Biber et al. 
2011, 262) have argued that there are various possibilities between generality, particularity 
and total uniqueness in the continuum of perspectives in case studies. They state that work-
ing hypothesis, by Cronbach 1975, can be used if there is enough similarity in the contexts 
and thus transferability occurs. They name it fittingness and define it as “the degree of con-
gruence between sending and receiving contexts”. Looking at this case study, the working 
hypothesis can be seen to be relevant instead of generalizability.  
 
 
1.2 Key concepts 
 
The case study is about developing a service business in a certain field of business, Account-
ing. Accounting can be divided into Financial Accounting and Management Accounting. Finan-
cial Accounting concentrates on the whole business and produces information for external 
stakeholders of the company. Management Accounting produces information for the compa-
ny´s internal use to support the managerial decision making and it can focus on a chosen area 
of the business, as a department or a service. (Cinquini and Tenucci 2011, 9.) 
 
Service Logic (SL) is the concept that provides the fundamental perspective for business in 
this study. Grönroos and Gummerus (2014, 208), define Service Logic as being a multidimen-
tional phenomenon where service is seen as support which facilitates the value creation of an 
individual or a company. Value in Service Logic is value-in–use that is determined by the cus-
tomer and also created by the customer during the usage of resources. Service Logic has  
evolved along with and also from a Service-Dominant Logic. In this business logic service is 
seen to be exchanged for service and goods are seen to be mechanisms for transferring and 
applying competences. (Lusch, Vargo & O´Brien 2007,16.)  
 
Service Design is very central in this study: It offers the process and methods used in the de-
velopment work.  Stefan Moriz (2005, 4) defines Service Design as as a new, holistic, multi-
plicinary field that integrates research, design, marketing and management. It connects cus-
tomers and companies in a new way and helps to improve existing services or innovate new 
ones and aims to ensure that the service is derirable and usable for customers and yet effec-
tive and efficient for companies. Service design is introduced together with the closely at-
tached concept of Design Thinking, which is a certain mindset needed in order to implement 
a design process: empathy, integrative thinking, optimism, experimentalism and collaboration 
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are typical characteristics that design thinkers possess. With Design Thinking customer value 
and business opportunities are achieved by a business strategy, that uses the synthesis of de-
signer´s methods and sensibility to people´s needs and technological possibilities. (Brown 
2008, 86.) 
 
In this study Co-Creation, following Ramaswamy and Gouillart (2010, 4), means developing 
services, products and systems together with different stakeholders through collaboration. 
The shared Co-Creation experiences, according to Stickdorn et al 2011,198) create shared 
ownership and help in future collaboration. He also points out that practically all service de-
sign tools can be used in a co-creation setting. 
 
Futures Thinking and Foresight are essential concepts also in this study that aims to look into 
the future of a business. Futures Thinking consists of the elements of anticipating, innovating 
and communicating (Hiltunen 2010). Foresight is, according to Meristö and Laitinen (2009,6), 
a “multi-science mapping of future alternatives and timing from the actor’s point of view”. 
 
The process in this development work ends to a composition of the findings in the form of a 
Business model. The Business model is a model that explains how a company creates value for 
the customers, how it makes profit from its operations, what resources and capabilities it 
has, its networks and stakeholders and strategic choices and decisions (Nenonen and Stor-
backa 2009, 4). 
 
The literature review around the concepts presented in this study offer together a theoretical 
basis that emphasizes collaborative, human-centric and anticipant approaches and means on 
how to successfully develop a service business.  
 
 
1.3 Structure 
 
The case study begins with the introduction chapter that presents the study and its objective, 
key concepts and structure. It moves on into the second chapter, context of the research, 
which consists of knowledge on the current and future phenomena in the business sector of 
financial administration and management. Also the concept of Futures Thinking, looking into 
the future, is presented, containing the central constructs of futures studies and the general 
megatrends and phenomena affecting business globally. Then the case company, Company X 
Ltd. is introduced and the research and and development project that they are involved in.   
 
The third chapter presents the focal theories of the study: Service logic and the related Ser-
vice-Dominant-Logic, Co-Creation, New Service Development and Service Innovation, Design 
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Thinking, Service Design and Business Model. From the theories the research moves into the 
fourth chapter that explains the chosen research approach of the development work, the case 
study and the process and methods used in it. The fifth chapter makes the empirical part ex-
plicit and describes what was done, with whom, when and why. In its last sub chapter 5.6 the 
findings are placed on the Service Logic Business Model Canvas structure and recommenda-
tions for a service Logic Business Model are drawn. Thus the guiding question of What could 
the recommendations for the new Service Logic Business Model be? –will be answered. 
 
The final sixth chapter builds on discussion and answers the guiding questions of the study. It 
explains what has been attempted, what has been learned and what new questions have 
come up. The final chapter concludes the outcomes of the study, gives suggestions on further 
development and reflects on the issues of reliability, validity and transferability of the devel-
opment work. 
 
 
2 Accounting service business and its current and future challenges  
 
In today´s world there is an ongoing broad paradigm shift moving from a provider centric 
Goods-Dominant Logic of economical exchange to service and customer-centric logics of eco-
nomical exchange. According to Grönroos (2010,25), service is considered to be the primary 
fundament of business and thus service can be comprehended as a logic for value creation 
where customer gains value-in-use and the provider seeks financial value. In Service-
Dominant Logic the role of the firm in value creation has shifted from a Goods-Dominant Logic 
role of producing and distributing value to proposing and co-creating value and providing ser-
vice (Vargo, Maglio et al 2008, 148). Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004c, 4) bring out the fact 
that the role of the customer has changed from isolated to connected, from unaware to in-
formed, from passive to active and the impact of this is fundamental in many ways.  
 
The field of accounting service business has traditionally been ruled by producing financial 
accounting information: The legally set obligations for all who act in any kind of business or 
profession have formed the main content of the service demand in the market. Thus the ser-
vice business has also been greatly influenced by legislation: accounting, corporate and tax 
legislation all have their affects on it. (Metsä-Tokila 2015, 15 – 36.) 
 
 
2.1 Accounting in general 
 
The American Accounting Association (according to Koivusalo 2015) defines accounting as ”the 
process of identifying, measuring and communicating economic information to permit in-
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formed judgements and decisions by users of the information”. According to Horner (2013,1) 
every business and various other types of organizations are obliged to keep record of their 
financial transactions, and financial accounting is governed by law. Financial accounting, FA, 
information is focusing on the whole business, producing information such as income state-
ments and balance sheets for authorities and other external stakeholders (Cinquini and 
Tenucci 2011,9). Accounting in general can be perceived as the language of business and un-
derstanding accounting is the key to understand business. (Koivusalo 2015.) 
 
Management accounting, MA, differs from financial accounting and MA information can be 
both financial and non-financial. It is for the internal use of a company to support manage-
ment in planning, decision making and control (Cinquini and Tenucci 2011, 9). Management 
accounting is totally optional, has emphasis the future and it can focus on small parts of the 
company such as customers, departments, activities and services. Laine, Paranko and Suoma-
la (2012) who have examined the role of MA in the phenomenon of servitization, state that 
MA is a social phenomenon that can be used in restricting and enabling. MA information can 
be in multiple roles in supporting managerial decision making: from offering automatic an-
swers to interactive and subjective use of information. According to Laine et al (2010) the 
potentiality of  MA roles in supporting are connected to the process of justifying, 
defining, and controlling servitization.  
 
 
2.2 The changing legislation 
 
The European commission had the aim to simplify and ease the administrational burden of 
SME companies and in June 2013 they set a new accounting directive concerning the annual 
financial statements, consolidated financial statements and related reports of certain types 
of undertakings. This directive 2013/34/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council, 
was to change Directive 2006/43/EC and revoke Council Directives 78/660/EEC and 
83/349/EEC. (EUR-Lex 2015.) As a consequence to this, also Finland as a member state of the 
European Union, has had to renew its national Accounting Act to be compatible to the new 
directive.  
 
The guiding principle behind the new EU directive is “Think small first” with the aim to mod-
ernize financial reporting obligations and reduce costs particularly for SMEs (European Com-
mission 2013). The new national Accounting Act in Finland came into effect in July 2015 and 
Finnish companies have to begin to act to it at latest in the accounting period starting 
1.1.2016 or later. The new law also renews the definition of small and micro size companies 
in Finland and this means that even more enterprises can be categorized as a small or micro 
company. The new categorization is featured in Table 1. In 2012 there were 281 254 compa-
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nies in Finland and when banks, insurance companies, primary production and third sector 
activities are subtracted from this figure, there are 219 234 comparative enterprises left. 
With the new categorization even 97,2% – 98,2% fit under the categorization of a small com-
pany and 76,5% to 85,1% of the 219 234 enterprises can be classified as micro companies. 
(Valtioneuvosto 2015.) 
 
 
Table 1: The renewed company size categorization with upper limits in the new Accounting 
Act (Valtioneuvosto, 2015 and Palm, 2015) 
 
According to Valtioneuvosto (2015,) the new structure of the renewed law treats the small 
and micro size companies as their own entity, in a separate decree. The entrepreneurs will 
receive exact information on what they have to deliver in their financial statement. This will 
have its effects on a great number of companies and their accounting responsibilities in Fin-
land, since such a large percentage falls into the category of small and micro size companies. 
Thus it can also affect the service demand of accounting service businesses. The changing law 
also will enable consideration of technical development in accounting practices and makes it 
possible to retain material electronically without geographical boundaries. (Valtioneuvosto, 
2015.) This can open up possibilities for new internationalization when service is not limited 
within the country boarders.  
 
 
2.3 A micro size accounting company, Company X Ltd. 
 
The case company, referred as Company X Ltd. in this study, is a small authorized accounting 
company that has been operating since 2000. In October 2015 the company had thirty B2B 
customers and a few yearly customers (Ahonen, 2015b). The company´s revenue builds up 
mostly on traditional accounting service for other small enterprises. Yet the company does 
not want to be limited to this and in the official industry classification, TOL, it is listed in the 
category of “other management / business consulting” (Asiakastieto, 2015).  
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Company X Ltd. aims to develop their service business and be more humane and user centric 
than traditional accounting companies. The company has been a forerunner in electronic ac-
counting services: it was one of the first companies that launched the electronic approval of 
invoices in the turn of the millennium (Ahonen 2015b). Today the company has its own ac-
counting software that enables automatized and thus cost-effective processes. This makes it 
possible to offer more service in management accounting for small companies with fewer re-
sources. The current business model of Company X Ltd. differs from many accounting compa-
nies: the use of their accounting software is free and the solid monthly fee already includes 
web-reporting and economic spar. The only unit-based cost for the customer in the web ser-
vice is sent invoices. The company is interested in co-creation and developing their under-
standing of the customer needing further. (Nyysti, 2013.)  
 
The development orientation of Company X Ltd. is one of the reasons why it took part in a 
research and development project conducted by Laurea in 2010 – 2013, where the aim was to 
create models and tools for companies to enhance co-creation activities with their stakehold-
ers. The project was called CoCo – from Co-production to Co-Creation and it was funded by 
TEKES, the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation. According to Nyysti (2013), 
Company X Ltd. is also involved in another TEKES –project where the aim is to develop a new 
innovative business model for small and medium size accounting service companies in the 
changing field of accounting service. This is to be done by involving the customers in the de-
velopment work, Nyysti 82013) continues. The objectives are to identify customer needs and 
value, renew marketing communication and create new expert service that helps SME compa-
nies to succeed and eventually support the SME:s in creating new employment. (Nyysti 2013.) 
The project ends in June 2015 (Ahonen 2015b). 
 
Company X Ltd. contacted Laurea in December 2013 and asked if it would be possible that 
Laurea would help to plan and facilitate the first co-creation workshop of their R&D project. 
This was to be part of the first work package of the project which was about analyzing the 
present state and clarifying objectives of development. Company X Ltd. wanted to use the 
CoCo Cosmos tool and the aim was to explore the current state and needs for future services.  
I and a colleague, a marketing planner from Laurea, were both looking for a subject for a de-
velopment study. Thus we took the challenge and agreed on organizing the first work shop 
with Company X Ltd. in January 2014.  Company X Ltd. (Ahonen 2014) also indicated that they 
could possibly be interested in agreeing on a set of similar workshop services after the first 
workshop - and after the first workshop  a set of following acts was agreed on. This is how the 
prerequisites of this case study were established. 
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2.4 Business-to-Business customers  
 
When a company acts in the Business-to-business market, later on referred as B2B, its cus-
tomers are other companies and organizations. Gummesson (2012, 96) points out that in B2B 
every company is also always linked with not just the customer, but also the customer´s cus-
tomers, even if the relationships are indirect and unidentified. In all B2B it is always essential 
to first profoundly know the customers, their business processes and models and then create 
means to create value together with customers and stakeholders (Ojasalo & Ojasalo, 2010, 3). 
Ojasalo (2010, 176) emphasizes that in research the co-creation of value has been researched 
more in the business-to-consumer contexts than in the business-to-business relationships even 
though business-to-business customers and a company have more dependency between them 
than companies and consumers. Keränen (2015, 219) states that in the B2B business value 
network the distinction between being value creator and value facilitator seems to be unclear 
and in the co-creation of value the roles alternate depending on the project worked on. 
Ojasalo concludes that in the context of the co-creation approach the term of “business-with-
business” might be better than the unidirectional business-to-business term. According to 
Keränen (2015, 220) the businesses also rather perceive themselves as being partners than 
having supplier-customer relationships. 
 
Services that are bought by a company or another organization are called B2B services. Ac-
cording to Ojasalo et al (2010,19-20) often customers want a solution that comprehends goods 
and services and this is called an offering.  Offerings today are complex entities that include 
physical products, produced services and the customer´s own participation that build up as a 
holistic customer experience and customer value. Typical features of B2B services are that 
they offer to help maximize capacity, grow profitability or build transparency between the 
customer and the customer´s customers. B2B services often also offer means to facilitate and 
support the customer´s business processes so that the customer can concentrate on the most 
essential core business activities. (Ojasalo & Ojasalo 2010, 19-20.) 
 
According to the contemporary service-centered business logics of Service-Dominant Logic 
and Service Logic, presented in Chapter 3, all businesses are more or less considered to be 
services businesses. Thus the most valuable assets of exchange for a company are human-
related resources such as knowledge and skills and the ability of applying them. Physical 
products or goods are considered to be tools for producing the service. (Ojasalo & Ojasalo, 
2010, 13-19.) 
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2.5 Futures Thinking and Foresight in accounting service business 
 
The phenomena that affect the future of the world and the economy, have also impacts on 
the accounting service business. By anticipating the future we can affect the changes in the it 
by choosing our actions – by taking them or not taking them and thinking what might possibly 
happen in the future considering our choice, states Hiltunen (2013, 25). Foresight, according 
to Meristö and Laitinen (2009,6) is “multi-science mapping of future alternatives and timing 
from the actor’s point of view”. Inayatullah (2008,4) imparts that in the increasingly complex 
and diverse world, futures studies can help people to reform their actions and support them 
in creating the world where they wish to live. This can be done by mapping the past, the ac-
tual and the future, and also by anticipating future issues and their consequences. In addition 
to these, sensitivity towards the larger patterns of change and deep analysis to include 
worldviews, myths and metaphors are required. Also creating alternative futures and choosing 
ways to realize the preferred using backcasting assists to create the world we desire. (Ina-
yatullah 2008, 18.) The process of anticipation enables linking the information about the fu-
tures to strategic decision making (Meristö et al 2010, 21). 
 
Futures Thinking consists of three essential elements: anticipating, innovating and communi-
cating. Innovating emphasizes the fact that we can be active players with the changes and 
future. (Hiltunen, 2013, xiv.) Meristö et al (2010), define that taking the actions in anticipa-
tion is proactivity towards change. Communicating the future is an important mission of fu-
tures thinking and according to Hiltunen (2013), futuristic, innovative and visionary communi-
cation of the future can enhance a company´s brand. 
 
To be able to understand anticipation it is necessary to get acquainted with the focal con-
cepts of Megatrends, Trends, Weak Signals and Wild Cards. According to Elina Hiltunen (2013, 
43) megatrends consist of different trends and exist in the current moment but can also tell 
something about the future. They affect life in many ways and in a wide scale. Megatrends  
are long-lasting but might weaken or change. Current general Megatrends 2014-2015 listed by 
SITRA (2015), a Finnish public fund that promotes successful and sustainable wellbeing in Fin-
land, are illustrated in Figure 1. The colors indicate on the context where the megatrend em-
phasizes on: yellow emphasizes in wellbeing, red on society, blue on economy and structures, 
green on the environment and purple is a megatrend or metatrend emphasizing on complexi-
ty.  
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Figure 1: Megatrends 2014-2015 collected by SITRA (2015) 
 
Trends, according to Martin Raymond (2010, 15) are intrinsicly a part of the physical, emo-
tional and psychological landscape. He continues that by discovering, collecting and using 
them to anticipate what is new, it is possible to better understand the underlying drivers that 
motivate and drive us as people. Hiltunen (2013, 53) defines trends as indicators of the direc-
tion of change in the immediate past or present and they also may continue in the future. 
The best way to search for future trends is to look for weak signals.  
 
 
Figure 2: Megatrends, trends and emerging issues, weak signals and their relationship with 
each other (Hiltunen 2013, 42) 
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Among the general megatrends and trends that affect the economy and work, there are cer-
tain current trends that have been recognized especially in the accounting service sector be-
side the changing legislation. Routine work and reports to authorities are getting automa-
tized, accounting material is in electronical form and accounting companies are investing in 
software development. Customer-oriented approach and transparency are emphasized and 
the role of accounting companies is seen to get more in the core of supporting the customer´s 
business with new service concepts. (Taloushallintoliitto 2015.) 
 
Weak signals are indications of emerging changes, that might or might not become something 
great in the future, states Hiltunen (2013, 63) . She (2013, 73) also argues that looking for 
weak signals requires opening the mind for a child-like curiosity. The relationship of mega-
trends, trends and weak signals or emerging issues are featured in Figure 2. The most com-
plex cornerstone of anticipation is Wild cards. They are unexpected positive or negative 
events that can rapidly cause big changes. Wild cards can cause other wild cards and thus the 
effects of an event can grow exponentially (Hiltunen 2013, 89).  
 
 
3 Service-centered business logics: Service Dominant Logic and Service Logic 
 
By adopting a service–centered logic in business and marketing the companies can change the 
fundaments of their earning logics to be more service-centered and customer-centered (Grön-
roos, 2011, 23). The first logic on marketing and value creation was the Goods-Dominant Log-
ic (GDL) that has ruled the traditional thinking, and then came the Service-Dominant Logic 
(SDL), that has fundamentally challenged the foundation of economics, state Vargo, Maglio 
and Archpru Akaka (2008, 146). This is because the orientation is moving from the providers 
to customers and from tangible products to knowledge, skills and interaction, state Lusch and 
Vargo (2006, 24). This leads to a different value driver behind the two different logics: “value 
in exchange” in GDL and “value-in-use” (or value-in-context) in SDL. The fundamental differ-
ence is that in the traditional GDL and value in exchange value is subsumed in the firm´s out-
put and captured by price. In SDL and value in use value arises and is defined in use in the 
event of integrating and applying resources in a certain context. (Vargo et al. 2008, 146.) 
 
In SDL service is seen to be exchanged for service and goods are seen to be mechanisms for 
transferring and applying competence, state Lusch, Vargo and O´Brien (2007, 16). Their per-
ception is that in SDL stakeholders apply their knowledge and skills by serving other stake-
holders and so the both parties benefit from it. Lusch and Vargo (2014, 15) add that in all 
cases the customer is a value co-creator and all parties, social and economic, are integrators 
of resources. The fundamental premises of the S-D Logic by Vargo et al. (2008, 148) can be 
seen in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: The fundamental premises of S-D Logic (Vargo et al. 2008, 148) 
 
In Service Logic, SL, the central intent is the same as in SDL: to emphasize the meaning of 
service and the interaction and surface between the customer and the provider, state Grön-
roos and Gummerus (2014, 210). The fundamental differencies of the Service Logic in compar-
ison with the Service-Dominant Logic start with the locus of economic exchange: it is mutual 
value creation in SL and Service in SDL. The differences continue on how the role of the com-
pany is seen: in SL it is not limited to just offering value propositions as in SDL, but seen as a 
facilitator of value for the customer and have active and direct impact in it.  In SL the com-
pany can also co-create value jointly through interaction. (Grönroos 200, 19-20.) 
 
In order to adopt Service Logic and facilitate and support the mundane practices of a custom-
er, the company must gather deep knowledge and insight about the customer´s needs and 
practices, what they really value, Grönroos et al. (2014, 224), point out. This is not necessari-
ly what is the customer needing based on the company´s information of the customer needs. 
Strandvik et al. (2011, 135) define a customer needing in the B2B context of being a mental 
model of the customer that consists of three dimensions: doing, experiencing, and scheduling. 
The mental model of needing is based on the customer´s mental models of their business and 
its strategies. It represents desired value-in-use concerning a specific task.  
 
3.1 Perspectives on value creation 
 
The central process and the essential purpose of economic exchange, according to Vargo, 
Maglio et al. (2008) is value creation. In SDL, according to Lucsh et al. (2014, 15) value is al-
ways what the beneficiary determines it to be, in an exquisite and phenomenological way. 
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Grönroos (2007, 210 - 212) argues that value is created in customer processes and the compa-
ny´s role is to support the processes with resources, processes and by engaging in interaction 
and co-creation with the customers. Customers can also create value independently so, that 
the provider is not involved in the process and thus can´t affect it (Grönroos et al. 2014, 
210). Value-co-creation can only occur when there is interaction between the company and 
the customer, states Grönroos (2010, 22). He continues that yet it is important to realize that 
the interaction acts only as a platform for influencing the value creation of customer and it 
must be utilized well in order to have a positive impact on the value creation (Grönroos 2010, 
23). 
 
Service is seen to mediate the exchange of value created by the customer to value created 
for the supplier, states Grönroos (2007, 210 – 212) and concludes that the groundation for all 
business is mutual value creation - even though the supplier and customer are engaged with 
different goals. The Service Logic of marketing and value is based on this notion of value-in–
use.  The value-in-use according to Grönroos (2009,12) also means that “value is created by 
the user for the user” which implicates that the customer is a user that is the one in the busi-
ness engagement that creates value and is in charge of his value creation process.  
 
 
3.2 Accounting in a service perspective 
 
Laine, Cinquini, Suomala and Tenucci (2013) have studied the potential of accounting and 
control for New Service Development in the phenomenon of servitization. They have discov-
ered a clear research gap and absence of management planning and control related issues in 
the in academic literature, although the servitisation phenomenon presents a significant 
transformation and the need of it has been brought up already in an early phase. They argue 
that the roles of accounting and control have  so far been only slightly discussed and just in 
the context of defining or identifying business potential of a certain new service. 
 
Cinquini and Tenucci (2011) have established the terms of Goods-Dominant Accounting and 
Service-Dominant Accounting while studying and comparing accounting under the Service-
Dominant Logic and the Goods-Dominant Logic. Their central findings and suggestions can be 
seen in Table 2. The first finding is that the focus of customer interaction should be shifted 
from a goods-dominant and value-in–exchange perspective transaction to transactions-based 
interaction and value-in–use. This same shift should happen in the logic of pricing: from 
transaction and the cost of production –based pricing towards linking it to the strategy and its 
dynamics and revenue generation. About costing Cinquini et al. (2011) state that when a cus-
tomer-centered perspective in business is adopted, it is also necessary to understand what 
are the activities of the customer regarding the service. Thus when looking at the service 
against its utility to the customer, the  measurement orientations shift from “cost of produc-
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tion” to “cost of use”. New costing techniques like Activity Based Costing (ABC), Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO) and Life Cycle Costing (LCC) are raising in importance.  
 
 
Table 2: Goods-Dominant vs. Service Dominant Accounting (Cinquini and Tenucci, 2011) 
 
About resources Cinquini et al. (2011, 17) state that customer value is not anymore about 
customers possessing  resources as in a Goods-Dominant Logic. It is critically important for the 
company now to make resources available in order for the customer to increase involvement 
in the value-creation process.  
 
 
3.3 Service Design and Design Thinking 
 
The process of service design with it´s various methods enables co-creation that allows co-
constructing the service experience to suit the customer´s context (Miettinen 2009, 11). Miet-
tinen (2012, 9) also suggests that in the co-creation of value, the role of service design is 
strategic. Mancini (2009, 44) notes that although there has been services all throughout the 
history, only in the past two decades the issue of designing them has been in the focus of in-
terest. Ambrose and Harris (2010, 11) define that design is a creative process of thinking that 
transforms a requirement or a brief into a design solution or a packaged product. Tim Brown 
(2008, 86) states that the role of designers has evolved from being tactical and wrapping up 
already developed ideas to being strategic and creating ideas that answer to the customer 
desires and needs. Mager (2009, 32) also points out that only in the beginning of the 1990´s 
design was considered to be more product cosmetics and styling. According to Beverly Ingle 
(2013, 1 - 2) design as a conception has evolved from belonging inclusively too graphic de-
signers to a variety of other industries. She continues that in current business language design 
is understood as being a deliberate intent in the background of an action that appears to af-
fect a certain measurable business outcome. Knight (2012, 171) brings out the important no-
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tice that design is now seen as a shared process of factors and many individuals, ´non-
designers and ´creatives´ rather than an outcome of a single designer or discipline. 
 
For a service designer, design thinking is an important mindset (Miettinen 2009, 61). Accord-
ing to Tim Brown (2008, 86) design thinking is a discipline where customer value and business 
opportunities are achieved by a business strategy that uses the synthesis of designer´s meth-
ods and sensibility to people´s needs and technological possibilities. With designer´s sensibil-
ity Brown means that empathy, integrative thinking, optimism, experimentalism and collabo-
ration are typical characteristics that design thinkers possess.  
 
Many academics and practitioners have aspired to describe the process of design thinking. 
Ambrose and Harris (2010, 3 – 12) introduce a seven-staged process that is controlled, di-
rected and turns creativity into useful solutions to the design problem. Their steps fro the 
process are Define -> Research -> Ideate -> Prototype -> Select -> Implement -> Learn. They 
claim that the process is often linear, whereas Ingle (2013, 2 - 3) argues that design thinking 
is mostly nonlinear and iterative. Also Ingle presents his five phases of design thinking which 
are Understand -> Define - > Ideate - > Prototype - > Test. Ingle suggests that the phases 
serve more like good signposts in the flowing nature of the process. Both presented processes 
contain similarities and emphasize the importance of first understanding and defining the 
business problem to be able to then ideate meaningfully. Prototyping and testing are seen 
crucial to check that the track is really leading to a viable solution. (Ingle 2013, 15.) Tim 
Brown  (2008, 88 - 89) pictures the design process to be a system of three spaces to pass 
through: inspiration, ideation and implementation. The process loops around the spaces, es-
pecially the first two, and can seem even chaotic compared to typical linear business pro-
cesses where defined steps follow each other in order.  
 
Service Design stands in a key position between new innovative service ideas, service strategy 
and service implementation, argue Ostrom et al. (2010, 14). According to Mager (2009, 34), 
service design is a discipline focusing on the customer perspective of the form and functional-
ity of a service: usefulness, usability and desirability. Simultaneously it ensures the provider´s 
aspect for efficiency, effectiveness and originality of the service. Service design associates 
with many theoretical frameworks: marketing, management, user experience design and 
product and interaction design. Miettinen (2012, 9) points out that Service Design is establish-
ing itself as an independent discipline and as Curedale (2013, 4) points out, designers and 
other professionals have been practicing service design without identifying it by the name. 
Service Design was for the first time introduced as a disciplinary field of design in the early 
1990´ies by Professor Dr. Michael Erlhoff at Köln International School of Design (Curedale 
2013, 4 - 7) and since then a strong network has come into existence and universities all over 
the world have adapted academic  Service Design programmes (Mager 2011, 33).  
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There is also known the concept of Service Design Thinking, that according to Marc Stickdorn 
(2011, 34), builds up around five principles: it is holistic, user-centered, co-creative, and the 
interrelated actions and intangible service are visualized and visually sequenced,. This relates 
well to Birgit Mager´s  principles of successful service design: it requires a holistic view and a 
radical approach, interdisciplinarity, co-creation and visual thinking and working. Mager 
(2009, 37 - 39) also enhances that in order to achieve successful changes a lot of energy, mo-
tivation and inspiration are also needed.  
 
Robert Curedale (2013, 22) presents fifteen main drivers why companies develop or optimize 
their service management practices with service design. These drivers and possible business 
improvements are represented in Table 3. 
 
 
Table 3: Fifteen main drivers why companies develop or optimize their service management 
practices with service design (Curedale 2013, 22) 
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3.4 Co-creation in B2B service business 
 
Only co-creative enterprises can be successful in the future, state Ramaswamy and Gouillart 
(2010, 7). According to them being co-creative requires that companies understand that indi-
viduals, customers, employees, suppliers and partners aren´t the passive receivers of value 
from the company value chain but instead the individuals actively participate in value crea-
tion through personal engagement. Ojasalo (2010, 176) states that any company that adopts a 
deeper understanding of the characteristics of value Co-Creation can achieve a significant 
possibility to competitive advantage. In a growing manner the value of services is co-created 
together with the company, and the customer in a shared process, Miettinen (2009, 64) re-
marks. Ojasalo (2010, 176) concludes that even though in business-to-business markets the 
interdependence between customers and suppliers is greater than in the business-to-
consumer market, and thus can be seen as more significant, academic research has concen-
trated on the value co-creation in the context of end-use customers.  
 
Co-creation is a practice where through collaboration with different stakeholders, services, 
products and systems are developped together, Ramaswamy et al. (2010, 4) define. Ojasalo 
(2010, 172) following Ostrom et al. (2010) refer that co-creation means “collaboration in the 
creation of value through shared inventiveness, design and other activities”. Co-creation can 
be seen as a promising concept not only to enhance the value but also to create a new value 
in a society (Ueda, Takenaka and Fujita 2008, 58).  
 
Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004a, 23) have researched co-creation in the consumer-company 
context and conclude that interaction is the core of value creation. They emphasize the im-
portance of concentrating on the total co-creation experience and present the DART model: 
the four key building blocks of interaction, which are Dialogue, Access, Risk Assessment and 
Transparency, also to be seen in Figure 3. Together they form a foundation of co-creation 
through which companies can focus on the process of co-creation. The DART building blocks 
of interaction facilitate co-creation experiences (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004b, 9) and un-
derstanding and combining the DART building blocks it enables the company to create better 
co-creation experiences and engage the customers as collaborators. This can lead to new 
business models and functionalities. (Prahalad et al.  2004a.) 
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Figure 4: The Building Blocks of Interaction for Co-creation of value (Prahalad et al. 2004b, 9) 
 
Dialogue as a building block of co-creation, means shared learning and communication be-
tween two equal problem solvers, the consumer and the firm, interactivity and engagement 
on both sides (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004c, 7). According to Prahalad et al. (2004a, 30), 
successful dialogue can create a new level of trust between the consumer and the company. 
Dialogue requires rules of engagement in order to create productive interaction and a forum 
in which it can occur and it enables the customers to give their views of value to the value 
creation process (Prahalad et al. 2004a, 31). 
 
The building block of Access begins with information and tools (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 
2004c, 7). Prahalad et al. (2004a, 25 – 26) state that access challenges the focus of the firm 
to change from creating and transferring ownership of products to enabling access to desira-
ble experiences or even a lifestyle. The first building block, equal dialogue between the con-
sumer and the firm, is difficult if the consumers don´t have the same access and transparency 
to information (Prahalad et al. 2004b, 9). Access changes and creates new opportunities in 
emerging markets as the fundamental market changes due to global access through the inter-
net. It also enables self-expression and action for individuals and small companies by access 
to knowledge base and the entire value chains of entire industries that traditionally have 
been company-controlled. (Prahalad et al. 2004a, 26 - 27.) 
 
Risk assessment as a foundational building block of co-creation refers to the probability of 
harm to the consumer and suggests that businesses should offer the consumer an informed 
choice and provide not just data but proper methodologies for assessing the personal and so-
cietal risk associated with products and services (Prahalad et al. 2004c, 7). An active dialogue 
of risks and benefits can create a new level of trust between the consumer and the company 
and also this way the customer can be expected to bear more responsibility for dealing with 
the risks. As Prahalad et al. (2004a, 14) point out, co-creation is a two-way street and the 
risks cannot be one sided.  
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The fourth building block of interaction is Transparency, which requires the company to real-
ize that creating new levels of transparency within the information between the consumer 
and the firm is mandatory – also because of the business systems have become more accessi-
ble. Companies can no longer try to benefit from information asymmetries. Transparency en-
ables collaborative dialogue with consumers. (Prahalad et al. 2004a, 30 - 31). 
 
The Core Principle of Co-Creation, following Ramaswamy et al. (2010, 34 - 38), is illustrated 
in Figure 4. The idea of the Core Principle is to engage people to create valuable experiences 
together and this way simultaneously enhance network economics. 
 
 
Figure 5: The Core Principle of Co-Creation (Ramaswamy et al. 2010, 36) 
 
The Core Principle of Co-Creation consists of four components: Network relationships, Experi-
ence mind-set, Context of Interactions and Engagement Platforms. Together the four compo-
nents, Ramaswamy et al. (2010, 16) claim, will set free the four powers of co-creation: in-
creased strategic capital and returns to enterprises, new experiences of value to individuals 
and lower risks and costs for both enterprises and individuals. (Ramaswamy et al. 2010, 16.)  
 
When the locus of value creation is moved from exchange to use (or context), this means 
changing the output-unit -based value understanding to one based on processes that integrate 
resources, state Vargo, Maglio et al (2008, 149). They suggest using service systems as ab-
stractions for understanding value and value co-creation. Their model of value creation 
among service systems can be seen in Figure 5. When arrangements of resources such as peo-
ple, technology and information connect to other systems by value propositions, they form a 
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service system. Simply the improvement of the well-being and adaptiveness of the service 
system are factors by which value-in-use can be measured. 
 
Figure 6: Value co-creation among service systems (Vargo, Maglio et al. 2008, 149) 
 
Service systems co-create value and depend on the resources of others in order to survive. 
They are connected through the proposition, acceptance and evaluation of value. The value 
proposition is accepted, rejected or unnoticed by other service systems in need of resources. 
(Vargo, Maglio et al. 2008.) 
 
The characteristics of co-creation have been also researched in the B2B service business con-
text. Keränen (2015, 197-198) argues that within the service businesses that adopt a co-
creation approach there is likely to appear a certain composition of characteristics which can 
be grouped into the four compositions of pre-conditions, triggers, manners and strategic po-
tentiality. Pre-conditions, which are the prerequisite for other co-creation characteristics to 
appear, include bidirectional communication, empahasizing long-term relationships, trust, 
knowing personally, transparency and interaction everywhere and anytime. After pre-
conditions active interaction and a mindset for developing new value propositions act as the 
triggers that launch the appearance of the other characteristics. After the preconditions and 
triggers there are certain manners that co-creation activities require. These are nurturing a 
proactive attitude, having focus on a value network, sharing resources and knowledge, and 
having the aim and sensitivity to listen, learn, develop and test together. The last group of 
characteristics of co-creation is strategic potentiality, which means that when a proper 
knowledge of each other’s businesses, a good understanding of value-in-use, better future 
planning and the emergence of new ideas is internalized the potentiality for strategic think-
ing and business modelling is generated.  (Keränen 2015, 197 - 198.) 
 
Co-creation brings groups together and helps to build future collaboration , state Stickdorn et 
al. (2011, 199). Shared experiences create shared ownership on the subjects of development. 
Almost all tools of service design can be used in a co-creation setting and they offer good 
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means to discover new perspectives, visualize ideas and concepts, prototype, engage and put 
ideas into action (Stickdorn et al. 2011, 198).  
 
 
3.5 New Service Development and Service Innovation 
 
Ordanini and Parasuraman (2011, 3) note that research on service innovation is primarily 
grounded in the traditions of new product development that focuses on tangible goods. John-
son, Menor, Roth and Chase (2000, 1 - 5) define a new service as being an offering that the 
customer perceives as being new because there is either an addition of offerings, crucial 
changes in the service delivery process or radical improvements in existing service packages. 
Edvardsson, Gustafsson et al. (2000, 10) point out that often a new service is a part of a big-
ger entity, a service package, that consists of other services and products as well. They also 
point out that the impact of a new service to the customer might vary from strengthening or 
weakening the customer relationships to having no impact at all.  
 
Edvardsson et al. (2000, 7) state that there are no clear differences between the conceptions 
of service innovation and new service development: what is innovation to one company might 
be very natural development of a service in some other company. Matthing, Sanden and 
Edvardsson (2004) state that the focus on customer value-in-use and a customer-centric ap-
proach in New Service Development can be captured by customer involvement. Interaction is 
seen to be core of customer involvement and also the core of service. By involving customers 
intensively and in an early stage of the service development the companies can achieve com-
petitive advantage and originality that is hard to copy (Matthing et al.  2004, 492).   
 
According to Tim Brown (2008, 86), company leaders see innovation as a primary solution to 
differentiate and achieve competitive advantage. He emphasizes that to empower innovation, 
one must first deeply understand what people need and desire in their lives and what they 
value or dislike in the way certain services or products are delivered, marketed and pack-
aged. Matthing et al (2004, 494) point out that when looking for breakthrough services, the 
companies should be proactive, take along customers in an early phase of the innovation pro-
cess, nurture a continuous flow of service ideas, focus on capturing latent needs, and espe-
cially not underestimate or igonre customer ideas as too unrealistic or unrealizable. There 
might always be a true need behind the idea. Also heterogeneous teams with different skills 
and knowledge have together the best means  for discovering latent needs and customer 
preferences. 
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3.6 Business model  
 
Alex Osterwalder (2004, 14) states that the most simple definition of a business model can be 
formed by combining the definitions of the conceptions business and model. This way he 
comes up with a simple definition of the business model as being a representation of the ac-
tivity of a person or a company of making money by buying and selling goods, services or 
work, that could also be used in calculating something.  Yet Osterwalder argues that this sim-
ple definition is too consitricted and that the business logic of a company should also be im-
plied in the description: what the company offers, to whom and how can this be achieved. 
 
Nenonen and Storbacka (2009, 4) who have profoundly studied the business model conception 
outline that in the various different definitions of the business model some clear similarities 
can be identified. Firstly, the business model construct should explain how the company crea-
tes value for it´s customers and how it gets profit from the operations it makes. Then it 
should show what are the company´s capabilities and resources and also how the external 
value network looks like consisting of numerous relationships with different stakeholders. Fi-
nally, the business model construct should make explicit the company´s strategic choices and 
decisions. Nenonen and Storbacka (2009, 7) represent a business model framework that is il-
lustrated in Table 4. It consists of design principles, resources or capabilities that are related 
to each other and present in the four dimensions of market, offering, operations and man-
agement. 
 
Table 4: Business model framework (Nenonen and Storbacka 2009, 7) 
 
Another well known structured presentation of the business model construct is created by 
Osterwalder and Pigneur in 2010. Their definition of the business model is that it depicts the 
basis on how an enterprise captures, creates and delivers value. They present nine building 
blocks that describe how the enterprise aims to make money. The nine building blocks, that 
are represented in Table 5, together describe the company´s business model by covering the 
main characteristics of a business: customers, financial ability, offer and infrastructure. 
These nine building blocks are also captured into a Business Model Canvas, a visual and prac-
tical business development tool. (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010, 15 – 19.) 
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Table 5: The Nine Building Blocks of a Business Model by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) 
 
The traditional business models and tools easily guide to take a company-centric perspective, 
even though this wouldn´t be intended, Ojasalo and Ojasalo (2015, 841) argue. They have 
developed the Business Model Canvas of Osterwalder and Pigneur further by embedding the 
Service Logic perspective to the model. In their Service Logic Business Model Canvas, SLBMC, 
the fundamental idea is that the customer´s formation of value in mundane practices is plac-
es in the center of  the business development. The company facilitates the value formation 
and with the SLBMC this facilitation can be thoroughly reflected, developed and made explic-
it.  (Ojasalo et al. 2015, 848.) 
 
 
4 The process and the methodological choices of the development work 
 
This development work can be seen to have characteristics of a qualitative research because 
it isn´t using any mathematical or statistical methods, but is focused on developing an initial 
understanding on the subject and thus extracts meaning from the collected data. The study is 
done with small sample sizes and seeks to understand questions like “how”, rather than “how 
many”. (Curedale 2013, 36 - 37.)  The research questions mostly start with “how” and the 
attempt to study a larger scale phenomenon in one field of business through a case company 
are factors that guided to choose the case study method for this development work. Accord-
ing to Yin (2014, 16) a case study is typically featured by a fuzzy line between the contempo-
rary phenomenon and the context, yet it is important to clearly define the actual case. In this 
case study the context is the changing situation of financial administration and management 
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service globally and nationally in Finland and the case of Company X Ltd. studies the phe-
nomenon through one micro size accounting company and its customers and other partners. 
 
The set of chosen methods has been guided by the guiding questions of the study, presented 
in chapter 1.1. Following Hesse-Biber and Leavy (2011, 256 - 275) the development work´s 
research strategy is chosen to be an intrinsic case study where the main objective is to pro-
vide a holistic understanding of a particular case in its social context.  
 
Throughout the study data collection is carried out using a variety of methods that are docu-
mented using multiple means: photos, recordings and written notes. All field documentation 
is presented in a highly detailed and comprehensive way. The key informants of the study are 
thoroughly described and also the author´s relationship with the setting is delineated. These 
features speak for the reliability of the study. (Gay and Airasian 2003, 536 according to Hes-
se-Biber et al. 2011, 53.) 
 
 
4.1 Design process approach 
 
The academic literature offers a a great variety of different service innovation process de-
scriptions, service design process descriptions and design thinking process descriptions. They 
all have some similar features and in service design many of the researchers and practitioners 
are agreeing on the fact that though the models are different and include from four to even 
nine steps, basically they all share the same principal ideas (eg. Tuulaniemi 2011, 126 also 
Stickdorn et al 2010, 126). The researchers also have a mutual understanding that each ser-
vice design process varies from project to another and should each time be designed based on 
the context of the service being designed (Stickdorn et al 2010, 126). Curedale (2013, 39) 
writes that a good service design process involves collaboration, flexibility, efficiency, paral-
lel work and engaging and interacting with people and context.  
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Figure 7: The service innovation process that grounds on foresight and service design by 
Ojasalo, Nousiainen and Koskelo (2015, 202) 
 
Ojasalo, Nousiainen and Koskelo (2015) introduce a service innovation process grounded on 
foresight and service design. The process, the nature of methods in it´s phases and recom-
mended methods are illustrated in Figure 6. Compared to other service design process de-
scriptions their process contains the element of futures thinking, looking into the future. The 
four-step future-oriented process combines service design and futures thinking and guides to 
use both service design and foresight methods at its different phases.  
 
The first process phase, Map and Understand, is about understanding customer´s current and 
possible future needs and desires and also mapping future changes in the business environ-
ment. In the second phase, Forecast and Ideate, the meaning is to take findings from the first 
phase as inspirement and co-create alternative futures together with different stakeholders. 
The third phase, Model and Evaluate takes the process to model new service solutions and 
test them quickly. The last fourth phase of the process is Conceptualize and Influence and at 
this phase creative thinking and business analysis is synthesized and illustrative methods and 
methods that help conceptualize and affect the future are used. (Ojasalo et al. 2015, 202 – 
208.) 
 
The service innovation process grounded on foresight and service design captures the shared 
holistic, iterative, systemic, creative, participatory and future-oriented nature of both desing 
thinking and futures thinking that both are about sensing and seizing new opportunities. The 
model also synthesizes the different strengths of design thinking and futures thinking to a 
functional synergy that enables companies to better sense and seize new opportunities for 
service innovation. (Ojasalo et al. 2015, 193 – 212.) 
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4.2 Methods  and tools during the Service design process of the case study 
 
According to Ojasalo (2010, 174), companies have difficulties in discovering and getting into 
the core of the latent needs of customers by using traditional structured research methods. 
Yet understanding the latent needs that are often unrevealed for the customer and the com-
pany,  can offer the company enhanced possibilities to differentiate and compete. Ojasalo 
(2010, 174) states that new methods are required to better understand customer latent 
needs, customer value and the value creation process. 
 
 The interdisciplinary approach of service design uses various methods and tools from differ-
ent disciplines (Stickdorn et al. 2013, 29) and this gives numerous possibilities to make a se-
lection that forms the wanted process that would bring the best results in each case. There 
are tools to define the intent, to make frameworks, to learn about people and context and 
explore ideas (Curedale 2013, 41 - 330). Ojasalo, Koskelo and Nousiainen (2015, 193) state 
that future success in service innovation requires new methodological approach to the process 
and suggest that integrating the methods and tools of foresight and service design open new 
possibilities. 
 
This case study follows the process of service innovation that is grounded in foresight and ser-
vice design. The original process was presented in chapter 4.1. The process phases, methods 
and tools and the nature of methods that are used in the design process of this case study are 
shown on Figure 7. The different sessions where empirical data was collected are illustrated 
with a round blue shape and placed in the phases of the process. The blue arrow lines present 
the timely order of the sessions. Yet because the process typically is not linear but very itera-
tive and the phases overlap eachother, the red dashed lines are placed to show when the ses-
sion has emphasis on other phases of the process than the one it is placed in to.   
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Figure 8: The design process and methods used in this case study based on the service innova-
tion process grounded on foresight and service design by Ojasalo et al. (2015, 202) 
 
According to Hesse-Biber et al. (2011, 302), how the data is collected has a major effect on 
the analysis and interpretation. In this development work sessions the data was collected 
through carefully chosen methods and audiotaping either the whole sessions or crucial parts 
of them, observation and field notes, photographing and facilitating generation of visual data 
and collecting it. 
 
The following text in this chapter introduces the background of the methods used in this case 
study. Very often service design methods and tools are categorized under a described service 
design process phase like Stickdorn et al. (2013, 148 - 215) do in their categorization of Explo-
ration, Creation and Reflect and Implementation. Yet Stickdorn (2013, 148) also points out 
that the use of the tools is not limited in the named stages, they are only the tools that are 
most likely applied in the named process stages. How the methods actually are used in this 
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study and how the data is collected in the session, is described in chapter 5 which gives an 
overview on the case project and it´s empirical findings. 
  
 
Brand Snapshot and Brainstorm on One Moment that Matters  
 
This method is created by IDEO (2011) and it can be used as an exercise or phaze in a design 
process. The idea of the Brand Snapshot is to composite important and strong things about a 
well known brand to the business or service that is processed and more precisely, the chozen 
moment that matters for the customer that has been previously discovered for example from 
the customer journey. Bringing together important brand attributes from a different area of 
business can produce something surprising and unpredictable. This might inspire and open up 
possibilities for new service innovations. The exercice is done as follows: 
a) Choose one well-known brand 
b) Collect everything you can think of about this brand, use your intuition and talk 
to others: what is the brand good at? If the brand were a famous person who 
would it be? 
c) Review the competitive landscape: who are the competitors and how are they dif-
ferent? 
d) Distill important brand attributes into a few statements or keywords about the 
brand, it´s values, or it´s relationships with customers. 
e) Choose one brand attribute. 
f) Fill in the blanks from the following sentence to create the brainstorm topic : 
How might we design_________________with the tone of__________________? 
  (the moment that matters)                (one brand attribute) 
G) Everyone generates ideas to answer the question and maybe draws a concept. 
H) The best idea or concept is voted on. (IDEO 2011.) 
 
 
CoCo Cosmos 
 
The CoCo Cosmos is one of the the five individual tools of the CoCo Tool Kit, which was de-
veloped by Krista Keränen, Katri Ojasalo and Bernard Duch in a wide research project funded 
by the the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation, TEKES. The aim of the pro-
ject was to to create models and tools for companies to enhance co-creation activities with 
their stakeholders. The CoCo Tool Kit was developed in a co-creative way together with busi-
ness representatives, consultants, business student groups and researchers and the University 
of Cambridge. (Keränen et al. 2013, 21.) 
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The CoCo Cosmos is a proactive communication tool and a visual method including a game-
board, white board markers, a cleaning cloth and four sets of cards: stakeholders, actions, 
locations and entities. The game-like setting is used to depict a service setting (Keränen 
2013, 53). It can be used in different situations but it was primarily designed to support inter-
action and communication of partners in co-creation and help them recognize and reflect on 
various aspects on a company´s business model. The CoCo Cosmos makes it possible for the 
participants and a company to understand what customers really value. It also reveals devel-
opment needs, barriers and enablers in the business relationship. It also allowes a holistic 
insight to the service setting and enables redesigning the service setting together with the 
customers. (Keränen et al. 2013, 21.) The steps of using the CoCo Cosmos tool are described 
in Table 6.  
 
 
Table 6: The steps for building the CoCo Cosmos scene by Keränen, Dusch and Ojasalo (2013, 
56) 
 
Contextual interviews  
 
A Contextual interview is an ethnographic method that is made in the environment where the 
researched service process takes place (Stickdorn et al. 2013, 162) or in the interviewees own 
environment (Curedale 2013, 176). It can be conducted with staff, customers or other essen-
tial stakeholders and it is often audio recordings and photographs or even films are often used 
to document the contextual interview (Stickdorn et al. 2013, 162).  
 
Compared to more traditional interview techniques it allows the interviewer to gain more in-
depth discussion, specific details that often are not noticed in a traditional focus group set-
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tings and a more holistic understanding on the subject. It also gives a view to the social and 
physical surroundings of the investigated service in it´s environment (Stickdorn et al. 2013, 
163.) According to Curedale (2013, 176) contextual interviews reveal tacit knowledge about 
people´s context that might not be in conscious awareness. 
 
Customer Journey Maps 
 
A Customer Journey Map is used to illustrate and document a service customer´s experience 
from the customer´s perspective in a vivacious but yet a structured way. The “journey” is an 
engaging story comprised of formal and informal touchpoints where the users interact with 
the service, either face-to-face, virtually with a web system or in some other way. The map 
can help identify problem areas and innovation opportunities and several experiences can be 
compared easily when made in the same structured and visual way. (Stickdorn et al. 2013, 
158 - 159). 
 
The customer journey map can also be called Customer experience maps (Curedale 2013, 119) 
or user journey maps. 
 
 
Dot voting  
 
Dot voting is a tool which uses collective judgement to select a favored idea. It is often used 
together with idea generation. A classic example on how dot voting is done, is that a group of 
participants brainstorm on ideas on a certain subject and each one presents them on post-its, 
one idea per one post-it,  and quickly explains the idea to the rest of the group. All ideas are 
spread on a surface and at this phase the group can cluster ideas by similarity or affinity. 
Each member of the group has two or three votes and all vote on favourite ideas using sticky 
dots or colored pins. After the vote the most popular ideas are grouped together, discussed 
and taken to the next step. (Curedale, 2013, 279).  
 
 
Full service vs. self service 
 
The Full Service vs. Self service is a tool presented by IDEO Boston (IDEO 2011). It can be  
linked to the process of making a Customer/ User journey map. The idea is to make the par-
ticipants recognize the full service and self service aspects of a user journey. In addition part-
ticipants  reflect on the question: Which service touch points might the customer prefer to 
deliver himself/ herself.  
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Futures Table and Scenarios 
 
Meristö and Kettunen (2010, 9 – 17) define a Scenario to be a possible and alternative story of 
the future that pictures the operational environment in the future and also the possible path 
how to get there. Hiltunen (2010, 115 – 124) emphasizes that scenarios are not intended fu-
tures or predictions, but possible outcomes of different continuums of events. She continues 
that scenarios are primarily good in helping management see alternatives, future possibilities 
and prepare for possible risks in the future. Inayatullah (2008, 13) states that Scenarios are 
the most excellent tool of futures studies: they open up the actual world, outline the range of 
uncertainty, present alternatives, and even forecast.  
 
The Scenario process, according to Meristö and Kettunen (2010, 9), is a guided process where 
usually 2 – 4 alternative futures are built that reach from 10 to 20 years from present. Hil-
tunen (2010, 117) presents as her personal view that in a scenario process the most important 
is the process it´s self as a method to learn about the future of an organization, not the end 
result. There are various methods for constructing scenarios. When scenarios are built in a 
simple manner the benefit of the outcome is usually lower. Yet still the purpose can also be 
in opening up discussion and changing the way of thinking and in this case also a simple sce-
nario exercise can be valuable. (Hiltunen 2013, 116 – 117.)  
 
The Futures table is one tool for constructing scenarios and it was developed by Yrjö Seppälä. 
In the table different future drivers are related to a chosen subject and then different values 
or alternatives, usually three per driver, are signed for them. The benefit of the futures table 
as a scenario method is that it forces to concider a phenomenon from various alternative 
driver perspectives and combinations of them. Compared to a two-dimentional scenario with 
four fields the Futures table is much more comprehensive. (Hiltunen 2013, 122.) 
 
 
Futures Wheel 
 
According to Elina Hiltunen (2013, 138) the Futures Wheel is a method that allows to concider 
the manifold effects of one particular change theme and it was introduced by Futurist Jeremy 
Glenn. The Futures Wheel enables developing the consequences of contemporary issues on a 
longer-term future. With the Futures Wheel anticipating future issues, creating possibility of 
new services and seeing the world in a complex connected level where the parts interact with 
the entity, becomes possible. (Inayatullah 2008, 9 - 10.) 
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The steps of using the Futures Wheel method start by writing the trend or event to the centre 
of the wheel. The primary consequenses are written on the next circle of the wheel and then 
the the consequences of the consequenses on the third circle and so forth. The futures wheel 
can help to think in a more complex and non-linear way. It also helps to recognize connec-
tions and networks. (Emergent Futures 2009.) Hiltunen (2013, 138) states that the Futures 
wheel can be a good cognitive tool because it is simple and not difficult to use and brings up 
issues that are not evident at first sight. 
 
 
PESTE-analysis 
 
In PESTE-analysis the aim is to look and map future driving forces, weak signals and other 
signs of change that effect a certain operational environment. The collected data is then di-
vided into political, economic, social, technological and ecological factors. (Meristö and 
Laitinen 2009, 6.) 
 
 
Service Logic Business Model Canvas 
 
The Business Model Canvas is a very popular and well-known tool created by Osterwalder and 
Pigneur in 2010 and it builds up of the nine building blocks of a business model presented in 
chapter 3.5 in Table 5. The Service Logic Business Model Canvas is a modified version of it 
that was created in 2015 by Ojasalo and Ojasalo (2015, 841)  in an empirical study to better 
reason with the contemporary business logics such as the Service Dominant Logic (Vargo and 
Lusch 2004), the Service Logic (Grönroos 2006) and the Customer Dominant Logic (Heinonen 
et al. 2010). (Ojasalo et al. 2015, 841.)  
 
The main difference of the Service Logic Business Model Canvas, presented in Table 7, com-
pared to the Business Model Canvas is that the customer perspective is enhanced and brought 
to each fundamental block of the canvas beside the provider´s point of view. It is essential 
for the provider to take a deep insight into the customer´s world. In practice this can be done 
by asking certain questions represented in the canvas that help to take into account the cus-
tomer´s viewpoint in each block. (Ojasalo et al. 2015, 843 - 845.) 
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Table 7: The Service Logic Business Model Canvas by Ojasalo & Ojasalo (2015) 
 
Ojasalo et al. (2015, 845 - 848) also present the process and give recommendations on how to 
use the Service Logic Business Model Canvas. The three process phases include first a light 
application version of the SLBMC, then information gathering and development work with ser-
vice design tools and finally the full application version of the SLBMC for recognized customer 
profiles. The light application version as a process part is means that it is used rapidly in a 
few hour work shop to test and develop first hand ideas and insights. Ojasalo et al. (2015, 
846) also point out, that the light version is also useful when there is no resources or time to 
do the full version. They enhance that especially Start-ups and SME companies that don´t 
have adcanced networks and resources can profit from the light application version of the 
SLBMC.  
 
 
 
 
Stakeholder maps 
 
Stakeholder maps are visual or physical representations that present different groups ie. 
staff, customers, partner organizations and others that are involved in a certain service 
(Stickdorn et al 2013, 150). Robert Curedale (2013, 235) points out the importance of identi-
fying key stakeholders and their relationships in the beginning of a design project. He also 
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talks about recognizing and including end users, groups who will benefit, groups who may be 
adversely affected, groups that hold power and groups that may sabotage outcomes.  
 
After forming a complete list of stakehoders by interviewing and other research, the second 
step is to  focus on visually presenting how the groups interact and are related to eachother 
(Stickdorn et al. 2013, 150). Clustering the groups by their shared concerns, importance and 
influence also allows the service provider to improve engagement and reform their services 
(Stickdorn et al. 2013, 151). Curedale (2013, 235) writes that some commonly used dimen-
sions used in a stakeholder map that all include three levels, are power, support, influence 
and need. 
 
 
Storyboard 
 
A Storyboard is a narrative method that is adopted from the film industry and well-known and 
used in many fields of design (Meroni and Sangiorgi 2011, 254.) It is said to be invented by 
Walt Disney in 1927 and in ten years time it was used in all studios (Curedale 2013, 239). A 
storyboard is a script of a service that is visualized with images and captions linking time, 
space, physical evidences, and human interactions (Meroni et al. 2011, 254). In other words 
“a step-by-step explanation of a service experience or journey” (Moriz 2005, 231) or as Cure-
dale (2013, 239) implies: Storyboards build up of a set of frames that narrate a continuum of 
happenings in context. Storyboards are often constructed in a comic-strip format that visual-
izes a particular series of events, including as many contextual details as possible (Stickdorn 
et al. 2010, 186). 
 
There are many suggestions and implications on how and in which phase of a design process 
The Story Board Method can be used. Marc Stickdorn et al. (2010, 186) state that the method 
is good in the  Creation & Reflection phases of a service design process and Moriz (2005,142) 
claims that it is best to be used in the SD Explaining phase. Meroni et al. (2011, 239 and 254) 
suggest that it serves best in different stages of the design process (analyzing, generating, 
developing and prototyping) to help imagine interactions  in developing phazes of these de-
sign activities. According to Curedale (2013, 239) the Storyboard method is good in generating 
concepts and creating solutions. 
Summary of the methods 
 
The methods presented in this chapter were chosen to be used in the development process. 
Practitioners and academics point out that there is no right or wrong way to apply Service 
Design methods and they can be used in almost any combination to form a working entity 
(Stickdorn et al. 2013, 148). The chosen methods for this process were together seen to rep-
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resent a rich and sufficient approach for learning about the multifaceted phenomenon in the 
different phases of the study and reach the set objectives. There are methods for mapping 
and understanding, like the CoCo-Cosmos, the Contextual interviews and the Customer Jour-
ney and methods for ideating, like the Brand snapshot with Brainstorm on the Moment that 
Matters. Also  methods for forecasting, like the PESTE, Futures Wheel and Scenarios, methods 
for creating solutions and reflecting, like the Storyboard, and methods for modeling, like the 
Service Logic Business Model Canvas are presented.  
 
  
5 Overview of the case project and empirical findings 
 
As Figure 7 in chapter 4.2 illustrates, the case project followes the service innovation process 
grounded on foresight and service design by Ojasalo, Koskelo and Nousiainen (2015). Yet as 
mentioned in chapter 4.2. the process is not linear, but holistic, adaptable and iterative and 
the different phases overlap eachother. Apart from the desk research, empirical findings for 
the Mapping and Understanding phase was mainly collected in an Explorative Co-Creation 
Workshop with CoCo Cosmos in January 2014, in Contextual Interviews with CoCo Cosmos in 
March 2014, and in an Innovative Co-Creation Workshop using several methods in June 2014. 
These sessions were all about understanding what are the customer values and desires and 
what are the customer´s pains and unmet service needs, presently and in the future. The Fu-
tures Co-Creation Workshop in November 2015 was organized to give insight in anticipating 
and understanding what are the future changes, especially in the business environment, and 
what are the possible future needings of the customer in the changing situation. In addition 
to these the first round of the Service Logic Business Model Canvas in October 2015 mapped 
out and made explicit provider beliefs and viewpoints and revealed areas that had been lim-
itedly reflected on with a conscious manner before. 
 
Insights and empirical data for the Forecast and Ideate phase were mostly collected in the 
Innovative workshop (June 2014) and Futures Workshop (October 2015). The design of these 
sessions was insipired by the previous findings. Also the question of what kind of empirical 
data was still needed to construct the SLBMC was concidered. In addition, the very first ex-
plorative workshop (January 2014) could partly be seen belonging to this process phase of 
Forecast and Ideate: it evolves from shared customer experiences to generating future ori-
ented new ideas. Also in the first round of the SLBMC with the case company (October 2015) 
there was ideating on the business model, but this session still has more emphasis in the Mod-
el and Evaluate phase and goes there together with the second round of SLBMC conducted in 
November 2015.  
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The implemented process of the Service Innovation Process Grounded in Foresight and Service 
Design is limited to the second round of constructing the proposals for the Sevice Logic Busi-
ness Model Canvas. After this the business model proposal is given over the case company for 
possible implementation, testing and further development. This means that the process of 
the case study only partially reaches the final process phase of Conceptualizing and Influenc-
ing because it is limited from Influencing in means that the implementation is left to the case 
company. The following sub-chapter explains the whole process and it´s empirical findings in 
detail. Coosing a strategy for data analysis felt challenging and thus the strategy of data anal-
ysis was started by “playing” with the data, what Yin (2014, 135) recommends can be helpful. 
This meant making matrixes of categories and placing the data there, and looking for insights 
and patterns. When the process evolved, the general strategies of case study data analysis 
were reflected on again. According to Yin (2014, 136) the different analytic strategies and 
techniques are not mutually exclusive and can be used in any combination. In this case study 
the data has been worked by relying on the theoretical propositions (Yin 2014, 136) because 
this seemed to be a natural choice: as an example the Service Logic perspective of under-
standing the customer needing has defined the analysis. As analytic technique Explanation 
building was chosen: the goal is to analyze the case study by building an explanation about it 
(Yin 2014, 147). 
 
 
5.1 Mapping and Understanding: an Explorative Co-Creation Workshop with CoCo Cosmos 
 
The first workshop took place in January 2014 in Company X Ltd. ´s premises in Helsinki and 
present were Company X Ltd.´s two leaders, one staff member and six invited customers of 
the company. The session was planned and facilitated by the author and her colleague from 
Laurea University of Applied Sciences who was also doing her Master´s Thesis on developing a 
marketing plan for CoCo Cosmos. This first session acted also as a kick-off for the whole pro-
ject.  The leaders of Company X Ltd. wished to start by ideating futures services with the co-
creative CoCo Cosmos tool, which they had been involved with earlier as one of the compa-
nies that took part in the process of developing the CoCo Toolkit. Without this wish the facili-
tators would have maybe started with the focus of understanding current customer needing 
and desires instead of leaping into innovating the future. Instead it was decided to explore 
how the current customer needing and desires would emerge while having the focus more on 
the future. The data in the session was collected by audiotaping the whole session of both 
groups simultaneously and by observing and taking photos of the CoCo Cosmos picture. 
 
The participants were divided into two groups which both gathered around a CoCo Cosmos 
game board. Both groups had their own facilitator. Both groups co-created the CoCo Cosmos 
picture simultaneously and went through the steps that are described in Table 6 of chapter 
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4.2. In the beginning of the process the participants felt frustration and felt that they hadn´t 
been given sufficient directions: it seemed challenging to start ideating new services for an 
accounting company with partly strange people using an unfamiliar new method. Yet the frus-
tration in the groups quite quickly evolved into a discussion where the participants shared 
stories and evaluated their past and present experiences from the field of financial admin-
istration and management. This gave in a very natural way perspective to what should be de-
veloped and the CoCo Cosmos pictures started to build up. Also the gaming element of CoCo 
Cosmos generated a relaxed atmosphere into the session and this quickly led to a good and 
even enthusiastic ambiance among the participants.  
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Table 8: Outcome from the Explorative Co-Creation workshop with CoCo Cosmos in January 
2014, group 1 
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Table 9: Outcome from the Explorative Co-Creation Workshop with CoCo Cosmos in January 
2014, group 2 
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The two groups were very different and so the process and findings were different also. In 
one group the discussion was very even and everyone took equally part in the process. In the 
other group there was one customer who had a strong negative experience with anaccounting 
company in the past and when he shared this with the group in detail this dominated the 
group´s discussion. Still the other group members also managed to give some insights on the 
group´s work. What the both groups shared  was that they both considered trust and building 
trust as a central element when dealing with accounting companies. This came up several 
times in different contexts of both group´s discussion. Also availability, reliability and fluent 
routine services were considered as grounding elements and requirements before even con-
sidering to buy any expanded service. In addition to this the two groups both brought up the 
wish of being able to better follow and analyze customer profitability. All of the findings from 
the workshop are illustrated in Table 8 and Table 9. They are clustered in the following al-
phabetical categories that are also marked with the letter to the CoCo Cosmos picture: 
A) What customers find important 
B) Types of value that could be enhanced with service 
C) Different situations with service potential 
D) Challenges 
E) Ideas, possibilities 
 
Some of the ideas and possibilities concern software features and there were even more of 
these but as they came up in the workshop, some challenges turned out to result from lack of 
knowledge and got straightened at the moment by discussion. Here the need of sufficient 
guidance was noted and the workshop actually acted also as a session of guidance through the 
interaction. The manager of Company X Ltd.  commented in the end of the session that the 
discussion had been bold and affluent. The SME entrepreneurs gave credit on the session and 
enjoyed meeting each other and sharing their thoughts and experiences. No one seemed to be 
in a hurry to leave after the session had finished and passionate discussions continued.  
 
 
5.2 Mapping and Understanding: Contextual Interviews with CoCo Cosmos 
 
The client companies of the case company consist of micro companies and at the second 
phase of data collection Company X Ltd. wished to gain a holistic understanding of the needs 
of a customer category that they were not yet serving but had interests in doing business with 
in the future. This segment consisted of companies that had revenue from one million to two 
million euros per year. It was concluded that the actualization of the interviews would proba-
bly be more ensured if the interviews would take place in premises of the selected compa-
nies. This way it would also be possible to discover tacit knowledge about the companies´ 
contexts that might not be in conscious awareness.  The CoCo Cosmos tool was chosen to be 
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combined with the contextual interview. According to Keränen et al. (2013, 53) using CoCo 
Cosmos enables getting a holistic view on the service setting and its development needs. It 
also enhances understanding of the position and capabilities of different stakeholders and 
identifies possible enablers and barriers in the business. This is why the CoCo Cosmos tool was 
seen to be appropriate in the task of deeply and holistically understanding the business and 
the service setting of the companies. Among the understanding on the business that could be 
gained by building the CoCo Cosmos picture, it was necessary to discover issues especially of 
the service setting from the accounting service perspective. In order to ensure the actualiza-
tion of this, the questions featured in Table 10 were designed together with Company X Ltd.  
 
 
Table 10: Issues to be covered in the Contextual Interviews with CoCo Cosmos 
 
Former experience in using CoCo Cosmos had showed that building the picture on the game 
board usually generates discussion. Thus this led to the assumption that the interview ques-
tions could intrinsically be covered along the session without a typical formal-like feeling of 
an interview.  
 
To get to meet company representatives from the wanted segment, the manager  from Com-
pany X Ltd. made phone calls to different companies, presented the case and asked if the 
CEOs´ would be interested in building a picture of their company with a new tool in a gamely 
way. The advantage that the company would gain would be possible insights on their own la-
tent business needs. The manager of Company X Ltd. managed to get four interested CEOs´   
to visit and all the interviews were scheduled to be done during March 2014. The companies 
represent the different industries of exhibition and trade show concept service, security edu-
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cation service, contract work service in electricity and restaurant and catering service. The 
companies are referred to as companies A, B, C and D. The data of the Contextual Interviews 
with CoCo Cosmos was collected by audiotaping the whole interviews, by observation and 
field notes and by taking photos of the CoCo Cosmos picture. 
 
The first interview was in a company that was doing exhibition and trade show concepts. 
Their office located in an industrial area, and the CEO was alone in the large premises with  
empty office rooms. This context already gave some clue on what the discussion unveiled: 
there had been more employees and more orders before in the company´s history.  
 
Table 11: Data from the Contextual Interview with CoCo Cosmos, Company A, exhibition and 
trade show services 
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They also had had their own production and storehouse but now almost everything was out-
sourced. The CEO that was about 40, had led his family business since he took it over from his 
father many years ago. The CEO believed that the business sector he operated in didn´t have 
very good views for the future. The session also indicated that the CEO didn´t have much in-
teraction with anyone outside the company, spar or encouragement to offer insights to devel-
oping the business, and he was quite alone. Surprisingly after he had discussed and formed 
the CoCo Cosmos picture, featured in Table 11, he looked at it and reflected that he should 
outsource also the group of three planners that still were employed by the company.  
 
Table 12: Data from the Contextual Interview with CoCo Cosmos, Company B, security educa-
tion services 
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Table 13: Data from the Contextual Interview with CoCo Cosmos, Company C, contract work 
services in electricity 
 
The second contextual interview was with a company that was in the security education busi-
ness, Company B. The premises of the company were compact and in a good order. The CEO 
was approximately of same age as the previous one. Building the CoCo Cosmos picture 
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seemed to be quite effortless for him and he admitted that he was taking a management 
course where they had had to work intensely on issues concerning the business and the com-
pany and thus it was easy. The CEO gave the impression that he was very interested in devel-
oping his own knowledge and skills and the business. 
  
 
Table 14: Data from the Contextual Interview with CoCo Cosmos, Company D, Restaurant and 
Catering Services 
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He also seemed to be very “on top” of his business and also monitoring the financial admin-
istration and management. He was quite satisfied with his accounting company and the ac-
countant and he constantly monitored the costs. The findings of the contextual interview 
with Company B are featured in Table 12.  
  
The third company, Company C, was a company that offered contract work services in elec-
tricity. This company also situated in an industrial area. The sympathetic CEO seemed to be a 
bit shy to get his hands on the CoCo Cosmos cards and game board, but as he warmed up the 
content of the session was probably the most interesting so far and the outcome can be seen 
in Table 13. Some clear service needs were revealed and the company was going through dy-
namic growth. They were also considering new solutions for their system of financial admin-
istration. As the interviewer I was curious to discuss the outcome of this session with the ac-
counting company: could this difficult software system have any better solutions? 
 
The fourth CEO from Company D, was a very active entrepreneur from the field of restaurant 
and catering business. He settled the meeting to one of his lunch restaurants and was almost 
an hour late from the appointment, driving from another location. The whole of his business, 
illustrated in the CoCo Cosmos picture in Table 14, seemed to be quite complex with several 
restaurant and catering units and also the alimentary import business from Estonia. This CEO 
was full of ideas, well networked and the friend from Thailand that had built his software 
systems well reflected on the particular fiddling that his whole successful business complex 
seemed to be labeled with. This CEO praised the well working systems and fair price level in 
Estonia and was willing to move more business there.  
 
The four contextual interviews with CoCo Cosmos did give a good holistic view on the service 
settings of the four businesses from very different fields of business. All companies had their 
practices and systems for financial administration and management, and as learned in the 
case of Company C, sometimes the accounting system is complicated because the essential 
software doesn´t communicate with some other - and yet there doesn´t seem to be any good 
options really. What all the companies seemed to have as a common wish, with just different 
expressions, was good communication/ an active relationship with the accountant. Through 
this they pictured that they would like to gain more guidance and help in for example count-
ing profitability (Companies A and D), or counselling in taxation issues (Companies C and D). 
Only the CEO from Company B told that he had an interactive relationship and good commu-
nication with his accountant and the others clearly expressed that they wished for more in-
teraction. 
 
The findings of each interview was reported and discussed with the managers of Company X 
Ltd. With Company C they actually had another meeting with afterwards to negotiate if they 
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could be of any help in solving the accounting challenges. After the interviews Company X 
Ltd. pointed out that the CoCo Cosmos tool could work well as a consultative sales tool in the 
future. From the interviewer point of view it was impressing to experience how powerful the 
combination of the contextual interview and the CoCo Cosmos tool were in how they revealed 
insights from the business to the interviewer and the interviewee. 
 
 
5.3 Ideating: An Innovative Co-Creation Workshop  
 
The previous sessions of gathering data had produced insight on the pains and wishes of cus-
tomers and potential customers. According to Miettinen (2009, 11) the process of service de-
sign with it´s various methods enables co-creation that allows co-constructing the service ex-
perience to suit the customer´s context. This is why for the next step of the process the aim 
was to discover could a diverse team of customers, representatives of the case company and 
possible other partners now innovate on accounting services by re-designing meaningful ser-
vice touchpoints with service design methods. In consequence of this an Innovative Co-
Creation Workshop was organized and carried out in June 2014. The workshop took place in 
Laurea´s premises in Leppävaara and there was eventually 14 participants, including three 
staff members from Company X Ltd., the facilitator and an assisting facilitator from Laurea 
and most importantly 7 representatives from different client companies of Company X Ltd. 
There were also two young entrepreneurs from a small start-up company and the whole event 
started with a quick physical warm-up that at the same time introduced the start-up´s busi-
ness of a web-based service of fun, office-based workout routines. The young entrepreneurs 
also took part as participants in the first phases of the workshop. 
 
 
The design of the workshop 
 
The set of methods/ tools was chosen inspired by a service design exercise workshop held by 
IDEO Boston representatives in Lahti in 2011. The set of methods was experienced to enable 
truly new perspectives on designing service touchpoints. The participants were guided 
through a six-step process where they shared experiences and thoughts, generated ideas to-
gether and co-created on new potential success stories. People were divided into two groups 
that followed simultaneously the workshop´s six phases. The steps and each method, how it 
was implemented and the objective behind the method are explained in Table 15. The data 
of the workshop session was collected by observing, audiotaping the final stories and by tak-
ing photos of the rich visual data that was generated during the session: the idea generations, 
the Customer Journeys and the Storyboards. 
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The half-day workshop was conducted during an afternoon and since the group came in the 
middle of their work days to participate, some were late and some had to leave earlier. This 
had a minor distracting effect on the workshop but luckily the number of participants, four-
teen, was sufficient in means that the work in the two groups was not dependent on one or 
two missing persons. The entity of multiple stages required intensive concentration from the 
participants and the set was quite ambitious for a few hour workshop. Company X Ltd. had 
high expectations from the workshop and they wished to gain ground breaking new innovative 
business ideas as a result from it.  
 
 
Table 15: The phases and methods/ tools in the Innovative Co-Creation Workshop in June 
2014 
 
The participants each shared a good or a bad memorable service experience from the field of 
financial administration service with their group. The groups chose one experience and inves-
tigated it together by deconstructing it into a Customer Journey. The group selected the most 
meaningful moment or touchpoint of their Customer Journey and combined attributes from 
one other well-known brand from a different field of business. The two groups also identified 
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self-service and full-service aspects of their customer journeys and reflected on where it 
could be better to have self-service and where it would be nice or necessary to have full ser-
vice. Finally the groups re-designed the chosen touchpoints using the other brand´s attributes 
and build a new story to a storyboard. The steps of the workshop are explained in detail in 
Table 15. 
 
 
 
 
Illustration 1: A visualization of the of group one´s steps through the phases of the Innovative 
Co-Creation Workshop in June 2014 
 
 
The six steps of  group one 
 
The two groups worked simultaneously starting with the Customer Journeys. The group who´s 
six steps, showed in Illustration 1, chose to create the Customer Journey on one entrepre-
neur´s experience on changing accounting company. The steps of the Customer Journey were 
the following: 
 The accounting company quits it´s business and the entrepreneur has to find a new 
one.  
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 The entrepreneur is stressed about having to change companies and searches and 
compares new options. This takes time. 
 The entrepreneur tries to find sufficient information on different companies to make 
a decision. He finds it difficult to find relevant information from the web and gets 
frustrated. 
 The entrepreneur meets with a potential company that seems promising. 
 Wrong choice: the accounting company turns out to be unsatisfactory and the entre-
preneur has to start all over again to look for a suitable one. 
 The customer makes a new choice and this time it is good: the new accounting com-
pany answers questions rapidly and the accountant is always available when needed. 
For the moment that matters the group chose the step of wrong choice where the accounting 
company turns out to be unsatisfactory and the entrepreneur has to start all over again look-
ing for a suitable one. The well-known other brand that the group chose was Angry Birds. By 
combining the brand attributes of Angry Birds to the moment that matters the group came up 
with the question of:  
How could we design the process of changing the accounting company with the innovative-
ness of a new actor in business? 
 
Then the group brainstormed on the answers to the question and came up with the following 
solutions: 
• The change of company should be brought out in the right channel and at the right 
time, for example as a part of a game that you can play on i-pad. -> The surprising 
factor! 
• Change of Service Company always requires innovativeness and meeting people to 
support decision making. A good brand also has meaning. 
• By using intuition! Right state of mind, right place, right time. 
• By thoroughly interviewing and comparing options. A glass of sparkling wouldn´t 
harm either! 
• A service with a face, personal meetings and sales pitch on how easy things can be. 
 
The winner was dot voted to be the solution of “service with a face, personal meetings and 
sales pitch on how easy things can be”. Before moving into co-creating the Storyboard, the 
group reflected on self-service and full service aspects of the Customer Journey. These were 
to be considered also on the Storyboard. Illustration 2 shows the final Storyboard and tells the 
story that the group co-created based on the first five steps of the workshop. The story is 
called Changing an accounting company - It is not wise to do all by yourself. 
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Illustration 2: Storyboard from the Innovative Co-Creation Workshop in June 2014: The story 
of an entrepreneur having to change the accounting company 
 
 
The six steps of group two 
 
The other group chose to make a Customer Journey on one entrepreneur´s frustrating experi-
ences in organizing payments traffic and having to carry financial risk with collecting pay-
ments. The steps of the Customer Journey were the following:  
 Entrepreneur makes a contract with a customer  
 Entrepreneur performs the agreed work for the customer 
 Entrepreneur makes an invoice and sends it to the customer  
 Entrepreneur wonders has the customer received the invoice? 
 Entrepreneur worries will the transaction be made in time? 
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 Entrepreneur sees no transactions in his company account, so entrepreneur sends re-
minders to the customer 
 Entrepreneur still sees no transactions in his company account so he has to start debt 
collection procedures 
For the moment that matters the group chose the step of “Entrepreneur worries will the 
transaction be made in time?” Then the well-known other brand that the group chose was 
Toyota. By combining the brand attributes of Toyota to the moment that matters they came 
up with the question:  
How could we design the touchpoint of receiving a payment using the solution mindset of 
a forerunner?  
 
 
Illustration 3: Storyboard from the Innovative Co-Creation Workshop in June 2014: The story 
of Billing and the importance of defining the terms of payment in a contract 
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The group generated the following answers and solutions to the question: 
- Push notification -> application that gives information on the phase of the ongoing 
process  
- Good, detailed contract: commitment to the payment settled already in the contract 
-> entrepreneur can make the invoices and they can be given in advance. Customer 
can decide the schedule and seller the price. 
- Customer is offered the opportunity to pay the invoice with the company credit card 
(information is given in advance), approval with text message. 
 
The winner was dot voted to be the “Good, detailed contract” and Illustration 3 shows  the 
final Storyboard and story that the group came up with. This story is called Billing. 
 
 
Reflections on the workshop 
 
The workshop was quite well executed and the participants seemed to enjoy it. One customer 
of Company X Ltd. admitted that when she saw that the workshop invitation had the word 
“innovative” in it her first thoughts were “Oh, why does everything have to be forced to be so 
innovative in today´s world?” Yet after the workshop she understood the meaning for the 
word in this context and that she especially enjoyed the phase where the other brands attrib-
utes were combined to design a certain service.  
 
The leaders of Company X Ltd. seemed to be satisfied and gave a acknowledgement face-to-
face after the workshop and also in their facebook group where they shared photos of the 
event. No ground breaking innovations arose immediately from the session, but the leaders 
thought that the idea of facilitating the customers with their contract processes could really 
have some development potential. Also the session opened some new important insights on 
what customers found difficult, like the process of changing an accounting service company or 
the billing, and also what they valued, like an accountant that listens and is reliable. The 
themes of trust and humane interaction and service that had arose also in the previous ses-
sions, were emphasized in the participants´ discussions. From the workshop´s designer´s and 
facilitator´s critical point of view, the final Storyboards very much resembled the initial Cus-
tomer Journeys. Maybe combining the brand attributes and the chosen moment that matters 
(the service touchpoint) was limited by the formed sentence that contained only one chosen 
attribute, which in both groups ended up being quite general and non-specific: “the solution 
mindset of a forerunner” and “the innovativeness of a new actor in business”.  Or then they 
just should have been worked further.  
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5.4 Modeling: Building the Service Logic Business model Canvas 
 
In October 2015 took place a workshop where Company X Ltd.´s manager and two employees 
generated ideas and facts for the Service Logic Business Model Canvas. The idea was to apply 
the light version of the Service Logic Business Model Canvas presented by Ojasalo & Ojasalo 
(2015, 845 - 846) in a half-day workshop to gather up data based on the team´s prior 
knowledge, preliminary assumptions and identification on customer profiles. This first round 
of the SLBMC was organized to get an understanding of the current status of the company´s 
understanding of their business when reflected with the principles and elements of a Service 
Logic Business Model. The data in the workshop was collected by observation, making field 
notes and taking photos of the generated data that had been placed on the wall. 
 
The workshop was conducted so, that the following elements were placed as posters on the 
wall: the empty service Logic Business Model Canvas, a poster with the topic “Customer pro-
files?” and nine posters each with a topic from the blocks that form the SLBMC. The blocks 
also contained the forty subsidiary questions that the SLBMC provides (Ojasalo et al. 2015, 
844). The author of this case study shortly introduced the idea of the SLBMC and the purpose 
of the workshop to the participants. The work started by reflecting together on possible cus-
tomer profiles: Has Company X Ltd. recognized different customer profiles? Since the answer 
was no, the group discussed what features they think could profile they customers and would 
there be any use in profiling the customers. The participants stated that since they have cus-
tomers from various sectors of business and none of them are so called manual customers, 
which is to say that all the businesses are operating with web software, the profiling features 
come from some other characteristics than business branch or ability to use software. Yet the 
team managed to name three possible profiling features: The customer´s understanding of 
cost accounting, the customer´s understanding of financial reporting and the quality of inter-
est in details and/ or the entirety. 
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Illustration 4: A visualization from the application of the SLBMC light version and ideas gener-
ated for the nine blocks of the Service Logic Businesss Model Canvas with Company X Ltd. in 
October 2015 
 
The participants were given some post-its and felt pens and they circulated around the nine 
SLBMC building block posters that were spread around the walls of the meeting room. Each 
participant generated and wrote down their ideas and thoughts independently on the post-its 
and placed them around each topic. The nine topics with generated ideas and how they build 
up to the SLBMC are illustrated in Illustration 4.  
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Table 16: Data collected applying the light version of the Service Logic Business Model Canvas 
in October 2015 
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When  everyone had done the full round of idea generating, the whole group together dis-
cussed what thoughts, ideas, remarks and even questions arose during the idea generation. 
From the experience and visual presentation of the idea generation the participants recog-
nized the some areas or blocks that they had not actively thought about before, that should 
maybe be given more attention. In these blocks, Value Creation and Mobilizing Resources and 
Partners, were marked with a red exclamation mark and they are circulated with red in Fig-
ure 10. The outcomes of the workshop (the idea generation and the discussion) are collected 
in Table 16. 
 
Reflecting on the outcome of the workshop it became evident that the questions of the build-
ing blocks of Value creation and Mobilizing Resources and Partners caused the most difficulty 
for the company manager and employees to answer. The questions in the value creation block 
from the company´s point of view are: How is our offering embedded in the customer´s 
world? How can we facilitate the customer to reach their goals? From the customer point of 
view the questions are How does the value emerge in customer´s practices, also from mental 
and emotional experiences? How are customer´s long term benefits accomplished? The ques-
tion is also difficult, but the previous sessions have given some insight to this question also. 
Considering the fact that the Company X Ltd. is very service minded and also as a small com-
pany has a very personal relationship with its customers, they have good possibilities in each 
case learn how they could best facilitate the customer to reach their goals. Yet in the discus-
sion the manager had concerns in the fact that the customer often sees only a small part of 
the work that the accounting company does in the form of reports and meetings and doesn´t 
maybe have a very profound understanding on the legally defined issues and responsibilities 
(Ahonen 2015a). Yet still this information is quite a heavy package and many customers don´t 
learn the various pages of contract terms very deeply. So more easy and visual presentations 
of the possibilities and responsibilities and enhancing transparency could be good solutions to 
tackle this issue.  
 
The questions in the block of Mobilizing resources and Partners were from the company point 
of view: How do we coordinate multiparty value creation? How do we utilize and develop 
partners and resources?  From the customer point of view the question was: How can the cus-
tomer utilize and develop partners and resources? Even though the question was hard to an-
swer for the company, it is evident that all the co-creation sessions that have been done in 
this project has mobilized resources and partners in a very meaningful way: partners and cus-
tomers of Company X Ltd. have learned about each other and shared experiences, knowledge 
and valuable insights and made efforts to co-create on a better future together. Yet to inves-
tigate this issue more deeply, it could be done by expanding the reflection of block seven, 
Key Partners. So it was decided to do a Stakeholder map and reflect on how are the listed key 
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partners important, what are their relations and what does anticipations of the future could 
be made.  
 
The manager of Company X Ltd. found that the most valuable findings of this workshop was 
the discussion on the customer understanding and division of responsibilities and making them 
explicit for the customer (Ahonen 2015a). Often the division of responsibilities are unclear 
also and may cause faulse understandings on what the accountant actually can do.     
 
 
5.5 Forecasting: Co-Creating Futures wheels and Scenarios 
 
The Futures Co-Creation Workshop was an afternoon session organized in November 2015. A 
heterogeneous team of nine participants gathered together in Laurea´s premises in Tikkurila: 
the manager of Company X Ltd. and two of her employees, who were also students in Haaga-
Helia University of Applied Sciences, three customer company representatives, a Senior Lec-
turer of financial administration from Laurea and the Accounts Manager of Laurea. I guided 
and facilitated the workshop. The objective was to reflect on the development and future of 
financial administration service business and co-create alternative futures. The chosen meth-
ods were the Futures Wheel and for building Scenarios the Futures Table. Why this combina-
tion of methods was chosen, was that they were thought to complement each other: the Fu-
tures Wheel allows investigating one phenomenon and its consequences thoroughly whereas in 
the Futures Table a limited number of alternative options of several different phenomena are 
combined to form scenarios. It was concluded that maybe the alternatives in the Futures Ta-
ble would be result of thoughtful processing if the phenomenon would first be discussed with-
in the Futures Wheel phase.  
 
With the invitation the participants had received a table of future drivers as pre-material and 
they were all given the task to reflect on it and think or imagine about possible other trends 
and future drivers.  The future megatrends were collected from SITRA (2015) and the business 
field drivers and trends from the past summers Financial Administration seminar material 
(Taloushallintoliitto 2015). This pre-material is presented in Table 17 and the future drivers 
were divided using PESTE analysis: political, economic, social, technological and ecological 
perspectives and also the categories of Market, Technology and Society. The data that was 
generated at the workshop was collected by listening and making field notes, audiotaping the 
final scenario stories and by taking photos of the visual and descriptive material that was 
produced during the session. 
 
The Futures Co-Creation Workshop started with coffee and a short round of introductions. 
Then the printed pre-material was distributed to all participants and they were asked to si-
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lently write down on post-its other possible future drivers, megatrends, trends, weak signals 
or possible wild cards that they could think of or imagine. After the silent brainstorm the par-
ticipants shared one by one their outcome with everyone and the post-its were collected on 
the wall. This took more time than estimated and some drivers were similar or practically the 
same as in the pre-material. While sharing the drivers some of these and other kinds of con-
nections were made explicit. The trends or future drivers that were generated in the work-
shop and put on the wall are organized under the same perspectives than the trends in the 
pre-material and collected in Table 18: the market, technology and society, and also the po-
litical, economical, social, technological and ecological perspectives of  PESTE analysis. 
 
 
Table 17: The pretask and material of the Futures Co-Creation Workshop in November 2015 
 
The group was asked to pair up with someone they were not so familiar with and then each 
pair was to choose one interesting phenomenon from the wall, the pre-material or from ideas 
that had come up during the discussion. The pairs chose the following phenomena: Develop-
ment of Technology, Understanding the Customer´s Business, Change of Legislation and Vir-
tual Currency. All the pairs were given a Futures Wheel Canvas to fill up by first placing the 
chosen phenomenon in the middle. Then the pairs were to ideate a few direct first level con-
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sequences for the phenomenon, then second and maybe even third level consequences and so 
forth. After a while the canvases were passed on clockwise to the next pair and the pairs got 
to do the same with a new phenomenon. This went on until all of the canvases had passed 
through all four pairs. The pairs ended up with their original canvas and had a moment to ex-
plore how the Futures Wheel had developed. The four completed Futures Wheels are illus-
trated in Figures 8, 9 and 10 with the content translated from the original Finnish language to 
English. 
 
 
Table 18: The trends and future drivers generated in the Futures Co-Creation Workshop, or-
ganized under the same perspectives than the trends and megatrends in the pre-material 
 
The constructing of the Futures Wheel of Change of Legislation, featured in Figure 8, revealed 
a new legislation change that might also affect the smaller businesses even though it is made 
for big companies of over 500 employees. This is to say that as the new EU directive leading 
to the new national Accounting Act lightens the administrational burden of small companies, 
in 2017 there is coming a directive that requires companies of over 500 employees to disclose 
certain non-financial information in their management reports. This includes policies, risks 
and outcomes concerning  environmental matters, social and employee-related aspects, re-
spect of human rights, issues of anti-corruption and bribery, and the diversity of boards of 
directors. The aim is to make the social and environmental issues of Europe´s largest 
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Figure 9: The Futures Wheel in Change of Legislation created in the Futures Co-Creation 
Workshop in November 2015 
 
companies more transparent. (European Commission 2014.) This might have broader conse-
quences, open up new opportunities and also arise questions: Could there be some new ser-
vice needs here? Will the small companies eventually follow this trend even though the re-
quirements for them are not changed for now? 
 
The Futures Wheel of the Development of Technology, illustrated in Figure 9, brought out the 
possibility to combine gaming element into accounting service. On participant talked about 
this not been discussed enough: there are new possibilities, why not develop a game that at 
the same time gives you important insights and information on your business?  The wheel of 
Understanding the Customer´s Business, see Figure 9, made explicit that a good futures ac-
countant should have multi-layered understanding to understand the customer´s business: 
legislation that affects it, the field of business, customer experience, leadership and strate-
gy, entrepreneurship. Yet one participant enhanced that the accountant doesn´t really have 
to know the customer´s business thoroughly but to understand it. 
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Figure 10: Two Futures Wheels: Development of Technology and Understanding the Custom-
er´s Business. Created in the Futures Co-Creation Workshop in November 2015 
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The process of building the Futures Wheel of Virtual Currency, shown in Figure 10, brought up 
clear societal concerns like grey economy and how the society manages to handle its costs if 
the structure of currency as a concept radically changes and sharing economy and change 
economy emerge.  On the other hand the participants reflected that aside the bitcoin even 
“normal money” today already is mostly virtual and the change to a totally virtual currency 
wouldn´t maybe be so difficult.   
 
 
 
Figure 11: The Futures Wheel in Virtual Currency created in the Futures Co-Creation Work-
shop in November 2015 
 
After creating the Futures Wheels the workshop continued so that the pairs were given empty 
Futures Table canvases and they were asked to choose three alternative options for the phe-
nomenon of their Futures Wheel. All the phenomena and their options were shared with the 
whole group and this way all of the canvases had the same content at this phase. Then the 
pairs were asked to build one or two Scenarios by mixing the alternative options of each phe-
nomenon. The pairs were given the possibility to add more phenomena in to the futures table 
but this chance wasn´t used by any of the pairs. The scenarios where then shared among all 
participants. Each pair told their scenario story or two stories and they were documented by 
recording.  
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Table 19: Futures Table and the Scenarios from the Futures Co-Creation Workshop on Novem-
ber 2015 (the symbols; sun, moon, star etc, illustrate the different combinations from which 
the scenarios are formed and they have no other symbolic meaning) 
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All together the pairs produced six scenarios that are collected in Table 19. The symbols in 
the table, the sun, the moon, a cloud, a triangle, etc. are chosen just to illustrate the differ-
ent scenario paths in the Futures Table and they don´t have any other symbolic meaning. 
 
Probably one of the most original idea that emerged from the scenarios was the idea of ac-
counting service business adopting health technology and producing and analyzing more than 
just financial data. Also the change of economy among bitcoin-like virtual currency is a really 
compelling and even realistic scenario that emerged from the Futures Wheel of Virtual Cur-
rency. Actually a week from our workshop the manager of Company X Ltd. was in a seminar 
organized by the Chamber of Commerce in Helsinki and she told that the same issue was ad-
dressed there as a subject – so the workshop had actually been in the very essence of emerg-
ing issues. Interesting were also the many discussions that the trends and change drivers gen-
erated. The participants were looking at the change drivers from many perspectives. 
 
 
Reflection on the workshop 
 
Afterwards thinking from the viewpoint of workshop design, it could have been more fruitful 
to concentrate on just building the Scenarios in a more thorough way. Maybe this way the 
group could have produced more detailed and in-depth scenario stories. Now the scenario 
stories were just built by adding up the alternatives and the actual stories were short and not 
very explicit or story-like, as featured in Table 19.  The Futures Table alternatives that the 
Scenarios where built from, were also on a quite general level. Many of them were not even 
real futures alternatives, but already recognized and ongoing change reality, like “accounting 
service changes from reporting to consulting”. Here the facilitation could have given more 
thorough guidance. On the other hand, the four phenomena that the participants selected 
primarily for the Futures Wheels, were given very much thought in that phase already and 
maybe the choice of keeping the same change drivers throughout the workshop made it possi-
ble to still succeed with the combination of methods used in an afternoon workshop. 
 
Before the end of the workshop the participants were asked how they had experienced the 
use of the Futures Wheel method. The pair who had chosen the subject of Change of Legisla-
tion answered that they found it in some way slightly confusing and that maybe the phenom-
enon they chose should have been more functional. One participant reflected that the multi-
ple consequences of the central phenomenon in the wheel relate strongly to each other, and 
the causality is not always as clear as it tends to build up on the wheel. The group concluded 
that anticipating the future is not easy – and that there are always some threats and some 
possibilities in every phenomenon. 
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The participants of the workshop were also asked what were their thoughts and feedback on 
the whole workshop. They thought that there was a positive spirit of working together 
throughout the session and that the number of participants was quite optimum for discussion. 
They also thought it was nice to participate when someone had planned and organized the 
steps with thought beforehand. One participant commented that she enjoyed the heterogene-
ity of the group: different backgrounds and fields of business and different ages. 
 
 
5.6 Conceptualizing: Reflected findings of the process on the Service Logic Business Model 
Canvas 
 
The last phase of this development work answers to the objective of developing the business 
model of the accounting company, Company X Ltd. Conclusions from all the understanding 
that the whole process has provided are made, and recommendations for the Service Logic 
Business Model are concluded to the Service Logic Business model Canvas.  Especially the cus-
tomer point of view is enhanced in the findings of the study. In the recommendations for the 
business model, the findings are reflected through Service Logic, Co-Creation, Service Design 
and Foresight perspectives. The recommendations have been discussed with the CEO of Com-
pany X Ltd. and they developed to the final form in the end on November 2015.  
 
In November 2015 also a Stakeholder Map was made with the CEO of Company X Ltd. in order 
to get more perspective on the Key Partners –topic, when going through the results. The 
Stakeholder Map can be seen in Illustration 5. The green post-its represent those stakeholders 
that were named already in the first round of the SLBMC, and the orange post-its illustrate 
the stakeholders that were discovered while constructing the Stakeholder Map.  The new 
stakeholders in the map were “own personal networks of people and companies”, “partners 
of customers” and “Veronmaksajat ry” - an organization of the tax payers that helps with 
taxation issues and acts as a guardian of interests. Also “Facility and Tools” were surprisingly 
named to be a key partner, although they could also be perceived as other resources. With 
this the CEO meant accessibility, a new way of thinking of partners in the digitalizing world 
and chances for sensing new possibilities. The key partners in the Stakeholder Map in order 
starting from the center, the most important, are the following: Staff, Customers, Funders of 
customers, Chamber of Commerce, University of Applied Sciences, Own personal networks, 
Customers of customers, partners of customers, software development cooperation, Tax au-
thority, Facility and tools, Insurance Company, Naisyrittäjät ry and Suomen Yrittäjät ry.  The 
arrows in the picture illustrate directions of the future developments seen by the CEO: The 
significance of the personal networks and the customers of customers are seen to grow and 
the staff will have more direct engagement with the funders of the customers.  
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Illustration 5: Stakeholder map of Company X Ltd. done in November 2015 with the CEO. 
 
The suggestions for the Service Logic Business Model are based on the case study findings. The 
next step would be testing the model, implementing it and developing it even further, which 
this development study is limited from doing. The new suggestions for each block of the 
SLBMC are presented first in this chapter, and then there are related essential appendices in 
the end of this report: all the recommendations collected to the SLBMC, Appendix 1, and then 
there are appendices for each block of the canvas, Appendices 2 – 10, where all the customer 
insights, the company insights, methods used, and visual material from the process are col-
lected in. TheFutures Wheels and the Scenarios made are also placed on the building blocks 
of the SLBMC in order to keep the changes and possibilities in mind, and to let them inspire 
further development. More reflection and the background of the recommendations are pre-
sented in the following chapter, Chapter 6: Reflection and conclusions. 
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Figure 12: The final recommendations for Company X Ltd. to develop its business model on 
the Service Logic Business Model Canvas 
 
Recommendations for the SLBMC/ Customerś World and Desire for Ideal value: 
Continue organizing workshops and events where the customer´s world can be caught 
and where you, the customers and other partners get a chance to interact with each oth-
er. Consider using CoCo Cosmos as a tool for consultative sales and mapping the customer 
situations: context, activities, practices, experiences, their future strategies and custom-
er´s customers´ world. Enhance communication and accessibility. Have a look at Appen-
dix 2, where all the collected findings from the development process on what can be in-
terpreted as benefits and desires that customers aspire. 
 
Recommendations for the SLBMC/ Value Proposition: 
Take a look at Appendix 3, where there is a list of findings from the development process 
that can be interpreted as elements of the customer needing. Reflect on how the custom-
er´s value-in-use could be facilitated: what would save time and effort for the customer 
to concentrate on other issues and what would facilitate positive emotions for the cus-
tomer. The customers have listed help in authority reporting and good connections to the 
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authorities as one thing they value and since you have the means and expertise for it, this 
should be enhanced and better communicated to the customer. Also bring out the fact 
that you don´t only support the entrepreneur´s business, but also the personal perspec-
tive of the entrepreneur´s life. Offer help in mapping the situation of the customer´s 
business and in anticipating the future of it with the customers. This all relates to effec-
tive marketing communication: package your value proposition so that it includes exam-
ples of the way that value can be facilitated. 
 
Recommendations for the SLBMC/ Value Creation: 
Look at Appendix 4, the insights from the project sessions that can be interpreted as what 
customers think would facilitate them in reaching their goals. For the question of how to 
accomplish customer long-time benefits there came up a good idea in the first Explorative 
Co-Creation Workshop: create a visual visionary delineation of the life cycle of the cus-
tomer´s business and analyze what phase the company is in and what could be done in 
which phase or next in order to be somewhere in a certain time. 
 
Recommendations for the SLBMC/ Interaction and Co-Production: 
See Appendix 5. The constantly developed well serving and working software enables 
successful business. Remember yet that direct interactions with customers are also need-
ed. If the daily service is web-based, service development workshops involving the cus-
tomers could be organized on regular basis – also for the software development. Could the 
jungle of responsibilities and terms of contract be brought to a more customer-friendly 
form aside the several pages of text? A game, a visual map, a blueprint or a Customer 
Journey?  
 
Recommendations for the SLBMC/ Revenue Streams and Metrics: 
Look for means to measure customer value and become an expert in value-based pricing. 
How could the customer be guided to value-based pricing, which also came up from the 
customers along the process? Be proactive with what happens in the future and the alter-
native systems of economy. See also Appendix 6. 
Recommendations for the SLBMC/ Key resources: 
Look into enhancing dialogue, sharing resources and enhancing accessibility and transpar-
ency, which are keys to successful co-creation. Look also into the listed findings from the 
process that can be interpreted as customer needs in Appendix 7: by finding service solu-
tions to these questions the customer´s value-in-use could be facilitated. Don´t forget 
the Futures Wheels and Scenarios that were made - imagine what resources could be re-
quired in the future based on the co-created alternative futures? What new discoveries 
could give competitive advantage? 
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Recommendations for the SLBMC/ Key Partners: 
Create different customer profiles or personas using service design methods. The idea 
that occurred in the first round of the SLBMC that the profiling could be based on the cus-
tomer´s understanding  of cost accounting, the customer´s understanding of financial re-
porting or the quality of interest in details and/ or the entirety could be chosen to be the 
primary profile anchors to start with. Build a Service Logic Business Model Canvas for each 
customer profile. See also recommendations from block eight in Appendix 8. 
 
Recommendations for the SLBMC/ Mobilizing Resources and Partners: 
Continue organizing Co-Creation activities and use service design tools. Emphasize on 
transparency, dialogue, access and communicating risks and benefits to the customer. 
And why not establish the club where it all happens for the members? See Appendix 9. 
 
Recommendations for the SLBMC/ Customer´s World and Desire for Ideal Value: 
Reflect on where your measurement orientations are: more in “cost of production” or 
“cost of use”? What about the measurement orientations of the customer´s business? Be-
come an expert in new costing techniques like Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), Activity 
Based Costing (ABC) and Life Cycle Costing (LCC) that can benefit the customer. Prioritize 
on better orientation: time is money, and since the insufficient orientation of staff and 
customers has been recognized to be a very time-consuming factor for both the customer 
and the firm, this would be crucial to improve. See also Appendix 10. 
 
All of the recommendations are collected on the SLBMC as shown in Figure 11. The canvas 
itself in a larger form is attached to this report as Appendix 1.  
 
 
6 Reflection and conclusions 
 
The attempt in this case study was to help a micro size accounting company, which serves 
other small companies, to develop its service and create a new innovative and customer-
centric business model. Thus Service Logic was suggested to be the grounding perspective for 
the case company´s business development and the question of How to help the case company 
to adopt a Service Logic perspective on business was one of the questions guiding the study. 
Ojasalo, Nousiainen and Koskelo (2015, 208) recommend that when new possibilities for value 
creation and innovation based on Service Logic are seeked for in a company, Design Thinking 
and Futures Thinking should be utilized. Thus the decision to use the Service Innovation pro-
cess grounded on Service Design and Foresight was chosen and as  Ojasalo K et al (2015, 208) 
point out, the methods of foresight and service design complete one another. 
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In all B2B it is essential to first profoundly know the customers, their business processes and 
models and then create means to create value together with customers and stakeholders 
state Ojasalo et al. (2010, 3). Also in order to build the sensing ability necessary for service 
innovation, it is important to learn about customers´desires and needing in their own con-
texts (Ojasalo, Nousinen and Koskelo 2015, 203). So, a deep understanding of the customer´s 
world was necessary to gain, and How to help the accounting company to deeply understand 
the customer needing and desires - was another guiding question of the study.  
 
In order to find answers to this question, it is necessary to understand, that as Grönroos et al. 
(2014) state, what is value for the customer, is always uniquely and contextually experienced 
and determined by the customer. The real value-in-use for the customer might be something 
different than what the company´s understanding of the value is, Strandvik (2011) points out. 
The customer´s  mental model of their business and its strategies, that affect their choices 
and priorities, form another mental model that makes the customer conceive how a certain 
task is to be fulfilled. This mental model of desired value-in-use forms the actual customer 
needing with its three elements: doing, experiencing and scheduling. Knowing them all is re-
quired in order to catch real customer value-in-use. (Strandvik 2011.) In order to learn what 
really forms the customer needing, it was clear that new means to interact with the custom-
ers were necessary. 
 
Because it is not possible to know or predict the future, it is important to consider alterna-
tives for the future (Hiltunen 2013, 115). Also reflecting and listing change drivers in the 
business environment is is necessary in order to gain the sensing capability needed in the ser-
vice innovation process (Ojasalo K. et al 2015, 203). The question of How to understand fu-
ture drivers and their affects and possibilities in the business was also guiding the study. Ac-
cording to Ojasalo K et al. (2015, 193), the future success in service innovation requires new 
methodological approach to the process, and thus they suggest that integrating the methods 
and tools of foresight and service design can open new possibilities. According to Inayatullah 
(2008,4), in the complexity of the diverse world, studying the futures studies can offer means 
to help reform actions and support in creating a desired world. Also considering the under-
standings that service design has a strategic role in the co-creation of value (Miettinen 2012, 
9) and that only direct interactions are seen to enable co-creation between the customer and 
the company (Grönroos et al. 2014), confirmed the choice to apply a service innovation pro-
cess that grounds on service design and foresight in this study. A set of interactive sessions, 
workshops and contextual interviews involving customers and other partners were organized 
in order to test the new collaborative methods, enhance interaction and get an understanding 
of what was to be discovered in order to find solutions for business modeling. Through the 
sessions, a better understanding of the future drivers and the customer´s world was reached, 
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and as one of the customers pointed out in the Futures Co-Creation Workshop, “It doesn´t 
mean being an expert in the customer´s business, it is sufficient to just understand it”. 
 
How to generate suggestions for a new customer-centered business model for the accounting 
company and especially embed the customers´ viewpoint to their business model?  Consider-
ing that the heart of any business model (Osterwalder et al 2010, 20) comprises from custom-
ers, a business model construct should explain how the company creates value for its custom-
ers (Nenonen et al 2009, 4). Thus the final objective in this development process was set to 
be creating suggestions that reflect the findings of the study that would create value for the 
customers. The suggestions are proposed to be embedded in a new Service Logic Business 
Model. This was done with by applying the service innovation process grounded on foresight 
and service design, and as K. Ojasalo et al. (2015, 200) argue, together Design Thinking and 
Futures Thinking enhance dynamic capabilities of sensing and seizing new service possibilities. 
Through the process different service design and foresight methods were used with the com-
pany employees, customers and other partners and the necessary understanding of the cus-
tomer needing and the changing business environment were reached to be able to generate 
the suggestions for the new business model.  
 
 
6.1 Learnings from the co-creation of value and co-production of service perspectives 
 
According to Stickdorn et al (2011, 199) co-creation brings groups together, helps to build 
future collaboration and the shared experiences create shared ownership on the subjects of 
development. Thus co-creation can be recommended to mobilize resources and partners: 
even if the benefits wouldn´t be immediate, good groundation for future collaboration is 
built. Yet also the experiences from the process implicated that customers, partners and 
company employees enjoyed meeting each other and valued that they could share experienc-
es, thoughts and insights and generate new ideas together. Also feelings of frustration (the 
Explorative Co-Creation workshop) and confusion (the Futures co-Creation workshop) were 
experienced by some, mostly due to the use of new methods. As noted before also, the work-
shops with multiple methods might have been quite heavy for the participants. For the future 
it would be good to consider carefully the variety of methods and tools used in a limited time 
of a workshop. 
 
What could the recommendations for the new Service Logic Business Model be? -was one 
guiding question in the study. Keränen (2015, 197-198) argues that it seems that the potenti-
ality for business modeling and strategic thinking in co-creation first require a good under-
standing of value-in-use, a deep knowledge from each other’s business, better future plan-
ning and the emergence of new ideas. The final objective of this development process, creat-
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ing insights for a new business model using the findings and insights of the case study, indeed 
was reached: the whole process generated understanding on the customer value-in-use and 
also enhanced understanding of each other´s businesses and facilitated generation of new 
ideas. These can be seen in the set of appendices in this report that form the insights and 
recommendations for the SLBMC. The recommendations include some small and practical ser-
vice possibilities, some new openings and also strong suggestions for continuing the use of co-
creation activities and service design and foresight methods. As K. Ojasalo et al (2015, 208) 
point out, futures thinking and design thinking should be built in the structures and processes 
of a company, and they should be continuously applied in mundane activities.  
 
In order to provide potential value-in-use for the customer, a company must take actions that 
facilitate the value creation (Grönroos et al. 2014, 221). Beside the insights from the custom-
ers captured in the process sessions, the company generated some good insights and ideas on 
the SLBMC workshop when thinking about the customer point of view. One was that they 
could promote and communicate that they have easy access and good knowledge about the 
electronic public services that are mandatory for the businesses. Customers´ often find these 
systems very time consuming and complicated and yet they could be easily done by the ac-
counting company. The other viewpoint was that as the company is serving small company 
entrepreneurs, beside serving the actual business, they can facilitate the entrepreneur´s per-
sonal life in a holistic way. This can be done by for example counselling them in income for-
mation. 
 
Co-production in Service Logic means that the company and the customer are co-producers of 
service - and co-creators of value (eg. Ojasalo et al. 2015). Company X Ltd. raised a discus-
sion on the question of responsibilities when reflecting on the mental models of customers 
during interaction. Company X Ltd. had perceived that when customers trust the accounting 
company, many customers would like to give the accountant responsabilities that are simply 
not possible for the accountant to do. As an example, certain entries in accounting are equal 
to company decision making and the accountant can´t take responsibility of the company´s 
decisions. The accountant is also in juridical responsibility for all entries she makes. The CEO 
of Company X Ltd. said that although the juridical responsibilities and terms of contract are 
gone through while making the contract, the customers´ don´t really learn them. This is not 
surprising concidering that there are a lot of them: 8 pages of terms and conditions in the 
contract before the various pages of general terms of contract. Thus this is not very user-
friendly and one suggestion is to pack the essential understanding of responsibilities in also a 
more understandable form, like a Blueprint or a Customer Journey. 
 
After the interactive process phases with customers, Company X Ltd. reflected on the SLBMC 
workshop, that the customer doesn´t always have enough information and knowledge on the 
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processes and what the accounting company is doing. They only see a very small part of what 
is done in the form of reports and meetings. How could the customer value something of 
which they don´t even know about? And still there are many legally defined actions in ac-
counting that have to be done. The CEO reflected that the customer should maybe be given 
more guidance and orientation in order for them to understand better the whole and what 
the concerns are. This thinking could be interpreted in two ways: it could be seen  as a firm-
centric approach where the customer is seen to take part in the company´s processes and not 
the contrary as in Service Logic. On the other hand, in the field of accounting, or to be more 
precise financial accounting, the legislation does set restrictions on what is done and thus 
considering all the demands, it can be seen that the customer value could be facilitated by 
giving more guidance on the processes. This all requires the building blocks of interaction 
that form the core of co-creation, to be taken into account: dialogue, access, knowing risks 
and benefits and transparency (Prahalad et al. 2004).  
 
Knowledge, skills and other immaterial and material resources that are required or needed by 
the company and the customer are the key resources in the SLBMC. About resources Cinquini 
and Tenucci (2011, 17) state that customer value is no more about customers possessing  re-
sources as in a Goods-Dominant Logic, but t is critically important for the company now to 
make resources available in order for the customer to increase involvement in the value-
creation process. Company X Ltd. has developed their software which enables efficient pro-
cesses for them and the customer. The software is included in a monthly fee and the only 
unit-based costs are for sent invoices. This is not usual in accounting companies and as 
learned in the contextual interviews, all of the interviewed companies pay separately for ac-
counting software. In this subject Service Logic principles can be recognized: resources are 
offered for the use of customer in order to facilitate and increase involvement in the value 
co-creation process. 
 
Mobilizing resources and partners, was recognized to be a weak area by the company during 
the first round of the SLBMC generation. On the other hand the development process its self 
had a valuable contribution on testing ways of mobilizing partners and resources and co-
creating together with them. The company realized in the first round of SLBMC that they have 
a lot of connections and partners that could be even better utilized for the benefit of each 
other. Also their customers have various kinds of partnerships.  
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6.2 Learnings on the process and methods used 
 
Designing a development process and facilitating co-creation workshops and conducting con-
textual interviews for a company as someone who is not employed by the company, or even in 
the branch of business, was challenging for the author at times. When asking the CEO of 
Company X Ltd. feedback from the process, she said that having someone from the outside 
with a different perspective was a very good thing and an enriching experience (Ahonen, 
2015). This taught that to carry out a Service Design process successfully, one does not have 
to be an expert in the substance of the target of development.  
 
It was also a challenge to eventually decide on what methods to use and in which phase of 
the process. As K. Ojasalo et al. (2015, 203) point out, in the beginning of the servicer inno-
vation process it is crucial to use methods that enable sensing, and as the process progresses, 
the importance of seizing-related is enhanced. The methods were chosen in collaboration 
with the company and based on a the recommendations for the process presented by K. 
Ojasalo et al. (2015). The designer´s preliminary idea and the company´s wishes were always 
discussed and as the process advanced, the previous phases that indicated what could be the 
next steps in order to reach the best possible outcome in the process. It would have been nice 
to see what could have been done with full-day workshops, but this was not possible re-
source-wise. As K. Ojasalo et al. (2015, 203) following Saco and Goncalves (2010), point out, 
applying methods always depends on the situation, context and the resources. 
 
Futures Thinking facilitates understanding the changing business environment and helps to 
carry out changes, as Ojasalo, Nousiainen and Koskelo (2015, 208) point out. The Futures Co-
Creation Workshop glanced into the possible alternative futures and it is important to think 
about and discuss about in order to be proactive with the future, as Hiltunen (2013), points 
out. Although the simple scenarios that were built in the Futures Co-Creation Workshop 
didn´t appear so be very usable as such, it can still be valuable because in a scenario process, 
the most important is the process its self as a method to learn about the future of an organi-
zation, not the end result, as Hiltunen (2013, 116-117) argues. She also points out that when 
scenarios are built in a simple manner, as they were in this study,  the benefit of the outcome 
usually is lower, but yet still the purpose can also be in opening up discussion and changing 
the way of thinking.  
 
The used Foresight methods generated issues to reflect on from the possible future actions 
and resources perspective, as example: What does the emerging virtual currency, virtual 
jobs, or change of legislation mean from the resource point of view? What new knowledge and 
skills and other resources are required? The company also reflected on the measurement tools 
and metrics for customers – that there maybe should be more, but what could they be?  What 
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if virtual currency like the bitcoin or other alternative forms of economies gets even more 
popular? How would this effect on revenue streams and metrics? Would there be any new ser-
vice needs to seize? These emerging issues can be reality sooner than we know. It can be rec-
ommended to continue anticipating the future and proactively concidering the emerging is-
sues and the threats and possibilities for business embedded in them. 
 
The learnings on combining the two methods of CoCo Cosmos and the contextual interviews 
were very encouraging. Firstly, the CEO from Company X Ltd. told, that compared to the usu-
al marketing calls, it was much easier to sell the idea of meeting to a strange company CEO. 
This was done by asking could the CEO sacrifice a moment of his time to play a business game 
and maybe gain some valuable insights for their business from the session. Secondly, as the 
interviews adopted characteristics of gaming and were also visual, the atmosphere eased up 
rapidly and the interviewees relaxed and told quite openly about their businesses. Thirdly, 
the CEO of Company X Ltd. commented after hearing the results of one interview that CoCo 
Cosmos could also work well as a tool of consultative sales in the future. 
 
 
6.3 Personal learnings of the process 
 
The process of this case study was very valuable for personal learning. It was interesting to 
dive deeply into the world of a previously non-familiar field of business, accounting, and car-
ry out a development process for a case company using service design. It was also a great to 
experience designing a service innovation process with many phases, starting from exploring 
the literature to applying methods and analyzing the outcome. Very valuable insights were 
also gained for facilitation. I realized that it is important not to fill the time that one has with 
too many methods and phases, especially if the way of working and methods are something 
that the people are not so familiar with. Sometimes the outcome could be more valuable, if 
the group could concentrate on it more deeply and not “run through” many phases during the 
same workshop. 
 
I also concretely understood the importance of sufficient documentation and dissembling the 
data of the workshops without delay. This development process took almost two years all to-
gether, and it couldn´t  have been possible to even remember all the essential insights from 
the early phases if they wouldn´t have been so well documented and reported to the case 
company then. Afterwards I had to go back to the data and the interpretations many times 
when the process evolved and even analyze the data again from new perspectives. 
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6.4 Applicability and transferability of the development project 
 
The aim of a case study is to understand a certain case and the view of those within the case, 
profoundly and meaningfully (Stake, according to Hesse-Biber et al 2011). This case study was 
looking at the changing field of accounting service business from a single  case company´s 
perspective. The sample sizes are small, but seeking for depth in the outcome in order to pro-
foundly understand the specific case. Thus the findings can´t be generalized, but when con-
sidering Cronbach´s working hypothesis (Lincoln and Cuba 2000, according to Hesse-Biber et 
al. 2011, 262) they could be utilized when there is enough similarity in the contexts. This way 
there is the underlying potential for transferability. According to Bazeley (2013, 410), trans-
ferability requires enough of information inorder to apply the case idea to a new situation. In 
this case study all the phases and used mwthods have thus been thoroughly described. Yet 
still, it is strongly suggested that the business model should initially be properly tested by the 
case company.  
 
 
6.5 The validity and reliability of the study 
 
The nature of the study is qualitative and as Hesse-Biber et al. (2011, 48) point out, validity 
in qualitative research is not a clear totality that could be easily reached. They describe va-
lidity as a process, where the one who is conducting the study is trying to ensure the reader 
that the interpretation is right. Thus the study should present trustworthiness. This study was 
based on literature and former research and it was carried out considering high ethical prin-
ciples. Methods for each phase of the process were chosen based on literature and interaction 
with the stakeholders. In order to prove the trustworthiness by respondent validation, which 
means checking the agreement of conclusions with stakeholders of the process (Bazeley, 
2013, 408), each workshop session was in detail interpreted and reported based on the col-
lected and analyzed data in several forms, and then given to the managers of Company X Ltd. 
for insights and discussion. In order to adress consensual validation, which means validating 
the results with a community of peers and scholars (Bazeley 2013, 409 - 410), the report of 
the study was read and commented various times by experts in Service Logic and Service in-
novation and Design as the report evolved. Also the study was presented to an audience at 
the University of Applied Sciences and it was opened for discussion. The study will also be 
published for an international audience in the internet.  
 
Yin (2014, 49) suggests that in order to do a reliable case study, it can be recommended to do 
the study thinking, that an auditor should be able repeat the same process and come to the 
same results. The process and all the procedures of this case study are thus carefully ex-
plained and the list of references is complete. The reliability of the study can also be indicat-
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ed by following a check-list for evaluating reliability in qualitative studies by Gay and Airasian 
2003, 536 (according to Hesse-Biber et al. 2011, 53.): the process was coherent and reflection 
was described throughout each phase. The case study´s author´s relationship with the setting 
was fully described in chapter 2.1. and also all the field documentation is comprehensive and 
detailed. The interactive sessions were documented using various means. Also key informants 
and planning the use of methods are fully described. These features speak for the reliability 
of the study.  
 
 
6.6 Suggestions for future development 
 
This development process ends on the suggestions and recommendations for the case compa-
ny´s new business model that are handed over to the case company. This means that the cre-
ated Service Logic Business Model can be seen to be in a prototype phase when this study 
ends.  It would be strongly advised to continue with the model by testing and developing it 
further with the customers and other stakeholders.  Also in general, it can be recommended 
to continue co-creating the service and the business with the stakeholders: the interactive 
development process did give good insights on the customer´s world and needing, and it en-
hanced co-creation and interaction between the company, its customers and other stakehold-
ers. The use of new service design and foresight methods and tools were appreciated and thus 
it can be suggested to use the various methods and tools in the future also. 
 
In the first round of the SLBMC it was noticed that the company hadn´t done any customer 
profiling before. This could be something to take into account in the future: service design 
offers means to build customer personas or profiles. According to Mark Stickdorn (2011, 178) 
fictional profiles present real motivations and reactions and thus allow to define and engage 
different interest-groups. This could help in building different service approaches for custom-
ers with different interests, skills and needing. The full version of the Service Logic Business 
Model Canvas could be applied as Ojasalo et al. (2015) instruct, so that a SLBMC is made for 
each customer profile. The Stakeholder Mapping could also be taken further and include dif-
ferent dimensions and clustered customer profiles. 
 
Pricing or price setting is one of the crucial aspects that differentiate Service-Dominant Ac-
counting from Goods-Dominant Accounting (Cinquini et al. 2011, 14 - 17). In the latter price is 
driven by the customer value which is a ultimate source of profitability, thus the dynamics of 
the business strategy, whereas in Goods-Dominant Accounting pricing is more straightly relat-
ed on the costs of production. If taking a customer-centric perspective, it is evident that the 
customer doesn´t care about the supplier´s costs: they are irrelevant. However, according to 
Liozu, Hinterhuber, Perelli and Boland (2012, 205), value-based pricing is not as popular as 
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other pricing methods and it isn´t an easy process to implement and internalize. Adapting it 
requires major transformation in the company culture, processes and structures. Yet still it is 
seen by the scholars as a superior pricing method, modern and advanced. Company X Ltd.´s 
pricing is based on a monthly fee that includes the accounting software and service. Other 
metrics are on use of time in euros per hour. This pricing produces steady, foreseeable in-
come for the company and steady, foreseeable costs for the customers. The pricing logic has 
been experienced to be good for both parties, but pricing was also something that the cus-
tomers wished to have guidance and help in. The new value-based pricing method in regard 
to how it could be used to facilitate customer value, could be something for the accounting 
company  to focus more in the future. 
 
New costing techniques like Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), Activity based Costing and Life 
Cycle Costing (LCC), are growing in popularity and could also be something for the company 
to look into. According to Cinquini and Tenucci (2011, 16-17), when a customer-centered per-
spective in business is adopted, it is also necessary to understand what are the activities of 
the customer regarding the service. And when looking at the service against its utility to the 
customer, the measurement orientations shift from “cost of production” to “cost of use”. 
New costing techniques could be introduced to the customers and given guidance in by the 
accounting company. 
 
One new idea that emerged from the process was taking “developing partners and resources” 
even further by the suggestion of a club through which the customers could, asides account-
ing, get almost any kind of service for their needing. In this vision the accounting company 
with its networks and physical resources and would act as a mediator and an enabler. Why 
not take this idea further? 
    
 
1.1 Final Conclusions 
 
From the workshops and sessions of this development process, elements that can be inter-
preted to relate to the three dimensions of the customer needing (Strandvik 2011) in the case 
company were discovered. The customers, small company entrepreneurs, are often quite 
alone, and the ideal situation for many entrepreneurs seems to be that they could trust on 
someone to do certain tasks so that they wouldn´t have to do all tasks by themselves (doing) 
and thus save effort and time (scheduling). The entrepreneurs are looking for getting essen-
tial information when needed, support, spar, answers to their questions and advice from the 
accounting company. The customers also emphasized the importance of well-working routine 
services, well-working software and good connections to authorities and handling the reports 
and contacts to authorities in time. The everyday challenges and unmet service needs of the 
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small businesses, from the financial administration and management point of view, seem to 
be very practical, as a better understanding on profitability, help in counting costs, knowing 
better key ratios, and gaining a better understanding of pricing. It could be assumed that by 
learning new costing and pricing tools that are based on new thinking and customer value, 
like Activity-Based Costing and Value-Based Pricing, the accounting company could facilitate 
the customer´s value-in-use in new ways by guiding the customers to use of these methods. 
Also clearing the processes and responsibilities between the accounting company and the cus-
tomer can be seen to facilitate the customer value. 
 
Apart from all these practical issues also not having to emotionally and cognitively (experi-
encing) carry everything appears to be important. The accountant is often one of the only 
mental supports for the small company entrepreneur and thus in an important role. According 
to the findings of the study, for the entrepreneurs it seems to be very valuable to have an 
interactive, trustworthy relationship with the accountant. Economic benefit is important, but 
also social benefits by networks and emotional support are truly valued. These aspects should 
be recognized and emphasized in marketing and communication also.  
 
As Matthing et al. (2004) state, interaction is the core of customer involvement and also the 
core of service. The findings of the study also indicate that customers and other stakeholders 
valued the interactive and co-creative sessions were they met each other and had the possi-
bility to share insights and ideate together. This can be seen to have brought social benefits 
and enhanced networks and collaboration for all parties. For the case company, it really en-
hanced interaction with its stakeholders and gave insights for the future business develop-
ment. Also the future drivers in the economy and in the field of financial administration and 
management were recognized and discussed with the company and its partners, which gave a 
chance to proactively reflect on emerging issues and think about alternative futures. 
   
As K. Ojasalo et al. (2015, 208) point out, futures thinking and design thinking should be built 
in the structures and processes of a company, and they should be continuously applied in 
mundane activities. Continuing the co-creative activities can be seen to have been benefi-
ciary for all parties, and offering the customers not just accounting, but the whole network of 
business spar and creating the future together as partners, can be seen to bring new aspects 
for the accounting business. By involving customers intensively and in an early stage of the 
service development the companies can achieve competitive advantage and originality that is 
hard to copy (Matthing et al. 2004, 492).  
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